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The TS-590S

Nothing But Performance

Kenwood has essentially redefined HF performance with the TS-590S compact HF transceiver. The TS-590S RX
section sports IMD (intermodulation distortion) characteristics that are on par with those "top of the line"
transceivers, not to mention having the best dynamic range in its class when handling unwanted, adjacent
off-frequency signals.*

• HF-50MHz 100W • Advanced DSP from the IF stage forward
• Digital IF Filters • Heavy duty TX section
• Built-in Antenna Tuner • 500Hz and 2.7KHz roofing filters included • 2 Color LCD

* For 1.8/3.5/7/14/21 MHz Amateur bands, when receiving in CW/FSK/SSB modes, down conversion is automatically selected if the final passband is 2.7KHz or less.
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The American Radio Relay League, 
Inc, is a noncommercial association 
of radio amateurs, organized for the 
promotion of interest in Amateur Radio 
communication and experimentation, 
for the establishment of networks to 
provide communications in the event of 
disasters or other emergencies, for the advancement 
of the radio art and of the public welfare, for the 
representation of the radio amateur in legislative 
matters, and for the maintenance of fraternalism and 
a high standard of conduct.

ARRL is an incorporated association without 
capital stock chartered under the laws of the state 
of Connecticut, and is an exempt organization 
under Section 501(c)(3) of the Internal Revenue 
Code of 1986. Its affairs are governed by a Board 
of Directors, whose voting members are elected 
every three years by the general membership. The 
officers are elected or appointed by the Directors. 
The League is noncommercial, and no one who 
could gain financially from the shaping of its 
affairs is eligible for membership on its Board.

“Of, by, and for the radio amateur,” ARRL 
numbers within its ranks the vast majority of active 
amateurs in the nation and has a proud history of 
achievement as the standard-bearer in amateur 
affairs.

A bona fide interest in Amateur Radio is the only 
essential qualification of membership; an Amateur 
Radio license is not a prerequisite, although full 
voting membership is granted only to licensed 
amateurs in the US.

Membership inquiries and general corres- 
pondence should be addressed to the 
administrative headquarters:

ARRL   
225 Main Street  
Newington, CT 06111 USA 
Telephone: 860-594-0200 
FAX: 860-594-0259 (24-hour direct line)

Officers

President: KAY C. CRAIGIE, N3KN
570 Brush Mountain Rd, Blacksburg, VA 24060

Chief Executive Officer: DAVID SUMNER, K1ZZ

The purpose of QEX is to:

1) provide a medium for the exchange of ideas and 
information among Amateur Radio experimenters,

2) document advanced technical work in the Amateur 
Radio field, and

3) support efforts to advance the state of the 
Amateur Radio art.

All correspondence concerning QEX should be 
addressed to the American Radio Relay League, 
225 Main Street, Newington, CT 06111 USA. 
Envelopes containing manuscripts and letters for 
publication in QEX should be marked Editor, QEX.

Both theoretical and practical technical articles are 
welcomed. Manuscripts should be submitted in word-
processor format, if possible. We can redraw any 
figures as long as their content is clear. 
Photos should be glossy, color or black-and-white 
prints of at least the size they are to appear in 
QEX or high-resolution digital images (300 dots per 
inch or higher at the printed size). Further 
information for authors can be found on the Web at 
www.arrl.org/qex/ or by e-mail to qex@arrl.org.

Any opinions expressed in QEX are those of
the authors, not necessarily those of the Editor or the 
League. While we strive to ensure all material 
is technically correct, authors are expected to 
defend their own assertions. Products mentioned 
are included for your information only; no 
endorsement is implied. Readers are cautioned to 
verify the availability of products before sending 
money to vendors.

The American Radio 
Relay League

Larry Wolfgang, WR1B
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We  Got e-Mail

One of the “advantages” of being the Editor of QEX is that I get on all kinds of e-mail lists, 
without even asking! Rarely does a day go by when my in-box isn’t flooded with news releases, 
offers of “free” articles for publication and other things you can’t even imagine. Most of it has 
nothing to do with who we are at ARRL and QEX. No, my readers would not be interested in 
the latest press release about an organization’s political agenda, announcements about a 
company’s new CEO, the latest society news or just about anything else these lists have to 
offer. Of course trying to unsubscribe from the list just confirms that they have a valid e-mail 
address, and redoubles their efforts to send annoying spam!

Most of the time I don’t need to read the first line of the text to know I can just hit the “Delete” 
button. Every once in a while a headline catches my eye, though, and I read a few lines, out of 
curiosity. Some of the more interesting e-mails are offers of “free articles” being offered for pub-
lication. Most of these stories appear to be promoting some author’s new book, lecture tour or 
perhaps a webinar to join. Of course the actual information is never included. If you want that, 
you’ll have to contact the promoter or log on to some website.

On rare occasions, one of these e-mails actually leads to some interesting information. A 
couple of weeks ago there was a notice about a FEMA IPAWS webinar with regard to a nation-
wide test of the emergency alert system (EAS). Most of us recognize the FEMA acronym, but 
I had never heard of IPAWS. Something for the dogs? Apparently not. Part of the notice read:

“You’re invited by the FEMA Integrated Public Alert and Warning System (IPAWS), Federal 
Communications Commission (FCC), National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration 
(NOAA), and industry experts to the next EAS Participant Virtual Roundtable: Are You Ready 
for the Nationwide EAS Test? 

“In order to prepare EAS Participants for the November 9, 2011 Nationwide EAS Test, FEMA 
IPAWS, the FCC, and NOAA are partnering with industry leaders and experts to draft a com-
prehensive technical best practices guide on end-to-end National EAS message procedures. 
The guide will be updated incrementally with the EAS community through webinars, roundta-
bles, and other activities leading up to the Test. 

“For more information on the Nationwide EAS Test, please visit the FEMA IPAWS website: 
www.fema.gov/emergency/ipaws/eas_info.shtm.”

Since we, as Amateur Radio operators, are very interested in emergency communications, 
I thought this might be of interest. I missed the original webinar, but I intend to learn more about 
this nationwide test. I realize that Amateur Radio operators aren’t involved with the emergency 
broadcast system, but in a real emergency, we could quickly become involved in communica-
tions activity!

Of course I do also receive e-mails from groups that I have signed up with, or which come 
in and turn out to often be of interest. Several electronics manufacturers fall into this category. 
I normally glance through the announcements from National Semiconductor, just to see what 
might be of interest. When I saw the newsletter about their new RF direct sampling analog to 
digital converters, I wanted to learn more: 

“The industry’s first direct RF-sampling ADC directly samples input frequencies beyond 2.7 
GHz at up to 3.6 GSPS with excellent dynamic performance. The ADC12Dxx00RF replaces 
multiple analog components with a single chip, allowing radio designers to increase system 
capacity and flexibility while reducing board size, weight, and cost and simplifying the design 
process. A wide range of applications such as 3G/4G wireless base stations, microwave back-
haul, military, and wideband software-defined radio (SDR) can now achieve the benefits that 
RF-sampling provides.”

Check out the National website for more information. (www.national.com/pf/DC/
ADC12D1800RF.html#Overview) I didn’t find any pricing information, although I imagine that 
at this stage they are well beyond the reach of any casual Amateur Radio project. Still, we can 
dream, can’t we? Perhaps some of our readers have already sampled these devices and have 
a circuit working on the evaluation board. Can you tell us about it? I’m sure many readers would 
be quite interested in even some preliminary data about these new ICs.

If you haven’t browsed the National website in a while, it is a good one to check out from time 
to time. They offer a variety of free downloads, including various Spice simulation models and 
their “Webench Designer” programs. Other manufacturers also offer plenty of information to  

(Continued on page 7)
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John A. Hansen W2FS

49 Maple Avenue, Fredonia, NY 14063; john@coastalchip.com

VSC-X: A Virtual Serial 
Cable to Remotely Program 

Your Mobile Radio
How long of a serial cable do you need? Transfer your data wirelessly!

With hundreds if not thousands of memo-
ries available, mobile radios have become 
increasingly capable and increasingly com-
plex to program. This has naturally given rise 
to the development of computer software to 
allow users to manage memory contents and 
program the radios. Mobile radios, however, 
are most often located in cars and trucks 
where users generally don’t have computers. 
As a result, in order to program the radios it 
is necessary to either bring the radio inside to 
a computer or bring a computer to the radio. 

This inconvenience means that many users 
make changes to their radios either infre-
quently, or never. 

Every ham radio operator knows that the 
solution to transmitting data over a distance 
that is too long for a cable run is, of course, 
radio. Using radio to program your mobile 
radio, however, requires that you find some-
thing faster and more robust than the standard 
1200 baud (or even 9600 baud) packet signals 
that most hams think of when they think about 
data transfer over radio. A lot of software for 

programming radios requires that the effective 
data throughput (not just the raw bit rate) be at 
least 9600 bits per second. 

There are some higher speed digital radio 
links available, but for the most part they are 
very low power or very expensive. What we 
need is an inexpensive way to transmit data 
with at least a 9600 bit per second through-
put that has a signal strong enough to provide 
reliable communications between a computer 
in the house and a mobile radio inside a car. 
It would also be nice if the resulting data link 
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could use a US  port on the computer rather 
than the rapidly vanishing serial port. inally, 
it would be nice if this serial link could work 
for both radios that have conventional RS-2 2 
serial ports (such as the enwood 00 and 

10) and radios that have TT  level serial 
ports (such as most IC M and Yaesu radios). 
The virtual serial cable (VSC-X) described in 
this article provides exactly this solution.

A company called igi, Inc. manufactures 
a line of data transceivers called X ee mod-
ules. These modules provide a transparent data 
link that is capable of continuous throughput 
of at least 9600 bits per second. The modules 
come in two power levels. The X ee Pro 
module is most useful for this project, because 
the output power of the unit is 0 mW. This 
is substantially higher than the 1 to 2 mW 
that is available on most inexpensive R  data 
modules. The X ee Pro modules are available 
in three antenna configurations. You can get 
them with an on-board chip  antenna, but 
somewhat better range can be had with what 
they call a wire  antenna. This is essentially 
a tiny whip (see igure 1). Alternatively, it is 
also possible to purchase these modules with 
a U. l antenna connector in order to connect 
a range of other antennas. The radios operate 
in the popular 2.   frequency band. The 
price of the X ee Pro module is only about 

2 each from igi- ey, Mouser and other 
suppliers. 

The X ee modules use the ig ee proto-
col. Wikipedia describes ig ee as a specifi-
cation for a suite of high level communication 
protocols using small, low-power digital radios 
based on an IEEE 02.1 .  standard for per-
sonal area networks.

The data interface to the modules is asyn-
chronous serial TT  level data. As a result, it 

A
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is relatively easy to interface them to either a 
PC (assuming you provide a US  or RS2 2 
interface) or to a radio (with no interface for 
radios that support TT  level signals or with 
an RS2 2 level converting interface for the 
rest). In either case it’s not really necessary to 
provide any intelligence  in the circuit beyond 
that which is supplied by the X ee module 
itself. The X ee module also requires a .  V 
power supply of approximately 00 mA.

Casual experimentation showed that 
the X ee-Pro modules could easily handle 
9600 bps data over fairly decent distances. I 
plugged one into the computer on the second 
floor of my house and was able to walk  
houses down the street with no loss of data. I 
brought the unit back to my driveway, put it in 
the trunk of my car and closed the trunk and 
still had almost perfect copy. With the radio on 
the oor of my car under the driver’s seat and 
the car parked in the driveway with the doors 
closed, I had no trouble reprogramming the 
radio from inside the house. igi’s documen-
tation says the units have an outdoors range of 
up to a mile, but I tend to discount manufac-
turer range claims (perhaps they were using 

the model that could connect to an external 
antenna). f course, your mileage may vary.

I wanted to create modules that would 
provide all of the circuitry necessary to inter-
face the X ee modules to a computer and to a 
remote radio. I’ve called the resulting adapter 
pair VSC-X, meant to describe an eXtended 
Virtual Serial Cable.1 n the PC side, this 
involves creating a US  interface. Power for 
the VSC-X US  module is drawn directly 
from the US  port on the computer, but a .  V 
regulator is required to step down the  V US  
power supply to .  V. See igure 2. The US  
interface to the computer is provided by a stan-
dard T I T2 2R  US  interface chip. The 
resulting circuit is shown in igure . ote: C  
must be at least  V.

To use the VSC-X US  adapter, you first 
must load a driver on your computer. rivers 
are available for Windows and Mac S oper-
ating systems on the T I driver website: 
www.ftdichip.com/Drivers/VCP.htm.

If you are using i , the driver is 
already built into the kernel. After the driver is 

installed, when you plug the VSC-X adapter 
into your computer (using a mini US  cable 
such as those that usually come with digital 
cameras) the adapter will appear as a serial 
port on your computer. If you prefer that it be a 
different C M port designation (for example, 
if the C M port number is too high to be 
recogni ed by your radio programming soft-
ware), you can change this from the Windows 

evice Manager. 
I developed a second board to support the 

serial port connection to the mobile radio. The 
VSC-X serial adapter requires  to 1  V dc 
at 00 mA. Typically this would be provided 
either by the radio power supply or with a 9 V 
battery. e very careful if you power it from 
the radio power supply, because if the ground 
connection from the adapter to the power sup-
ply comes loose, the full 00 mA will ow 
through the ground circuit on the radio’s com-
puter connector. See igure . The VSC-X 
adapter reduces the input voltage to .  V to 
power the X ee module. The X ee module 
also uses .  V signal levels. As a result, I used 
the  V version of the usual MAX 2 2 chip 
(the IC 2 2). The resulting circuit is shown 
in igure . ote: C  must be at least  V.
(This may have more to do with the need for 
a low equivalent series resistance (ESR) rating 
than it does with the voltage rating, but  V 
and higher capacitors have worked reliably in 
the circuit.)

The VSC-X serial adapter uses a female 
-9 connector. Since radios that use RS-2 2 

level signals (like the enwood 00) gener-
ally have male -9 connectors, the adapter 
will plug directly into the radio (no cable 
required ). While the enwood 10 also uses 
RS-2 2 level signals, it does not have a -9 
connector. As a result, an adapter cable is nec-
essary to connect to the radio’s  pin mini- I  
connector. You can either use the P -  cable 
available from enwood, or you can construct 
your own using the diagram in igure 6. (The 
P -  cable uses a female -9 connector, 
so you will need a gender changer  adapter 
with that cable.)

If the radio you are using requires TT  
level signals rather than RS2 2 level signals 
(for example, the Yaesu T-  or most IC M 
radios), it is necessary to remove the IC 2 2 
from its socket and jumper the inputs and out-
puts of the chip’s socket. This is done by plac-
ing jumpers across pins 1 and 2 and across pins 
 and  of P1.

Since virtually all radios that use TT  level 
signals do not have a -9 connector, it will 
be necessary to construct a cable that connects 
the TX ata, RX ata and ground lines. or 
example, on the 00 series Yaesu radios, the 
connection to the computer is made through 
an  pin mini- I  connector, wired as shown 
in igure .

In order to connect VSC-X to an IC M 

F e   S  S  a a e  .

1Notes appear on page 7.
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radio with a CI-V interface (IC- 06, IC- 6, 
IC- 0  and others), you will need an adapter 
using a 1  inch phone plug using the wiring 
diagram shown in igure .

Using the VSC-X modules is fairly 
straightforward. There is nothing that requires 
configuration  you just plug them in and they 
work. Configure your radio programming 
software to use the port where the US  mod-
ule appears after driver installation, and set the 
data rate to 9600 baud and you should be ready 
to program your radio.

While the VSC-X was designed to allow 
remote reprogramming of mobile radios, it can 
be used for virtually any application where a 
serial port connection is needed and data ows 
at a rate of 9600 baud or less. Remote antenna 
tuners that are controlled by serial ports or 
weather stations that deliver data over a serial 
connection are two examples of other applica-
tions that have been suggested for VSC-X. You 
might have other ideas for ways to use your 
virtual serial cable. ow about a connection 
between two computers to transfer files  Your 
editor is considering a pair as a way to put his 
old West Mountain Radio Rig laster back into 
service with a computer that lacks the required 
serial port. What other applications can you 
come up with d

o es
1A complete set of boards and all of the parts 

necessary to build a pair of VSC-X modules 
(except the XBee Radios) is available for 
$40 plus $5 shipping from John A. Hansen, 
49 Maple Avenue, Fredonia, NY 14063. A 
complete set of parts to build a pair of VSC-X 
modules, including 2 XBee Pro modules with 
whip antennas are available for $110 plus 
$8 shipping. Pre-wired radio cables are also 
available. Because of export restrictions, the 
kit with XBee Pro modules is only available 
for shipment to addresses inside the US. See 

. s . o  for more details.

on n e  o  a e 2

Empirical utlook
help you plan your next project. As another example, Microchip ( . o h . o ) provides 
all kinds of information about their PIC microcontrollers. They also offer free downloads of their 
MPLAB Integrated Development Lab design software as well as Spice models of many compo-
nents. I imagine many readers have a long list of manufacturer’s websites that they like to visit.

I’ll be attending the ARRL/TAPR DCC in Baltimore this year (Sep 16-18), and I hope to meet 
many readers (and perhaps recruit some new ones) at that time. 

In the last two issues you read about my efforts to restore older missing files on our QEX files 
website. I have added a few more files, and currently have all of them through 2002 available. 
Please keep checking .a .o e es, and I’ll keep working on the project. 

e  ss e n QEX

ave ordon-Smith, UUR, brings us another of his ever popular filter articles. This time 
he presents The esign of Mixed-Coupling C andpass adder ilters.  e describes some 
design difficulties associated with wide bandwidth asymmetrical bandpass ladder filters, and then 
presents a simple procedure to accomplish the design of such filters. e presents calculations for 
the filter inductors and capacitors based on tables of design coefficients for various order filters.
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21370 SW McCormick Hill Rd, Hillsboro, OR 97123; a h ao . o

The Effect of Soil Properties on the 
Performance of Antenna Radials  

While conducting some other research on ground conductivity and 
radial systems, the author was interrupted by some heavy rains. 

Learn how that changed the direction of his experiments.

n ctober 2 , 2010 a three day rainfall 
in regon ended with a total accumulation 
of almost  inches of precipitation. n that 
same date what had been a rather routine 
antenna test program abruptly ended, and a 
new, and potentially important, line of inves-
tigation started.

The results of the tests that day indicated 
that all of the reports on buried radials that 
have been written during the past  years 
should be reviewed, as they are probably 
incomplete, and may be misleading. 

The generally accepted ible  of data on 
buried radials used with vertical antennas is 
the historic 19   paper by rown, ewis 
and Epstine.1 This paper has been the basis 
for many research efforts, countless Amateur 
Radio and commercial antennas, and is even 
the basis for the current CC requirements 
for buried ground systems for AM broad-
casting stations.2 This paper, and many that 
followed it provided comprehensive infor-
mation  but forgot to consider one vital 
factor  the effect of round Conductivity
Soil Resistivity on the performance of buried 
radials.

The extensive test program that I started 
on ctober 2 , 2010 has clearly indicated 
that the electrical properties of soil can have a 
dramatic effect on the performance of buried 
radials, and  be considered in evaluating 
their performance.

Soil composition, moisture content and 
temperature all affect soil resistivity (and, of 
course, its inverse, ground conductivity) to a 
major degree. ata provided by the ederal 
Communications Commission shows that 
ground conductivity in the United States var-

ies from 0.  to 0 millisiemens meter  in 
other words, the conductivity in one area 
may be 60 times that in another

The ongoing test program, which I fully 
described in the March April 2011 issue of 

 was originally designed to determine 
whether elevated (counterpoise) or buried 
radials provided the best performance when 
used with   vertical antennas.

Three antennas were constructed. Each 
consisted of identical   10 meter verticals. 
The first antenna was located over a 20 by 
20 foot ground system consisting of alumi-
num mesh. This was the Standard  antenna 

that was to be used for comparison. The sec-
ond antenna was identical, but was located 
over 0 radials, buried  inches below the 
surface, on a 20 by 20 foot square. The third 
antenna is identical to the others, but was at 
the center of 0 insulated radials elevated 
approximately  inches above ground level. 
See igure 1. (This is equivalent to counter-
poise radials elevated almost  feet under a 
160 meter vertical). 

More than 100 tests were made dur-
ing, and at the end of, a typically beauti-
ful regon Summer, which included eight 
weeks without a drop of rain. Those tests 1Notes appear on page 13.

F e   h s s a e  o  an enna n e  h ee  h  e e a e  a a s.
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conclusively showed that elevated radials 
provided an average of 1.1  d  more signal 
strength than did buried radials when they 
were used with   vertical antennas. very 
test showed the superiority of elevated radi-
als.

It was then that we had almost  inches 
of rain, and, for the first time buried radials 
suddenly outperformed elevated ones  Tests 
made a few hours later, however, showed 
that the antenna systems had gone back to 
normal,  with elevated radials once again 

being superior.
In the following months there were 1  

additional periods of heavy rain and, after 
every o e of them, buried radials offered 
superior results for a short time. After one 
of these rains I made a series of tests and 
graphed the results. These graphs were made 
possible by using the unique software pro-
gram, W WWV’s e er i e o are, 
developed by reg rdy, W WWV.  This 
program allows the small, notoriously inac-
curate S meter on a receiver to be displayed 
as a calibrated signal strength bar graph, 
which on my computer is more than 9 inches 
long. The result is accuracy in reading signal 
strength that approaches 0.10 d . A display 
of signal strength over an extended period 
of time is also provided. The plots shown 
in igures 2 through  each cover a period 
of approximately five minutes, with the first 
half of the plot showing the performance of 
elevated radials, and the second half showing 
buried radials. 

igure 2 is a typical scan of what is 
always found when comparing two identi-
cal   vertical antennas  one operating 
against 0 buried radials, the other with 
0 identical, but elevated, radials  at any 

time that ground conductivity is normal, 
meaning there has not been any recent heavy 
rain.

Atmospheric oise, which is predomi-
nantly vertically polari ed, was used as a 
signal source in obtaining these traces. The 
left scale is in d  below the signal required 
to indicate S-9  on a carefully calibrated 
communications receiver. Squiggles  on 
the hori ontal trace represent approximately 
0.10 d  variations.

Immediately after a 0. 2 inch rainfall I 
made a series of measurements and plotted 
that data in igure . ote that in this graph, 
buried radials have a distinct advantage.

The graph of igure  is a plot of data col-
lected 60 minutes after that 0. 2 inch rainfall. 
Elevated and buried radials now show about 
equal performance.

The next set of data was collected 
1 0 minutes after the end of 0. 2 inch rain-
fall. Elevated radials have begun to show bet-
ter performance as the rain water continues to 
seep further into the earth, thus lowering the 
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ground conductivity in the vicinity of the bur-
ied radials. otice that the e er bar graph 
at the top of the chart is showing 11.9 d  
in igure  as compared to about 12.1 d  
in igure .

e ho o o
To investigate the effect of moisture on 

the performance of buried radials it is neces-
sary to be able to measure the electrical char-
acteristics of the soil at the specific depths 
where the radials are located, and here there 
is a problem. or more than 20 years I have 
been using the method of measuring ground 
conductivity developed and published by 
erry Sevick in the March 19 1 issue of 

.  Sevick’s system was apparently based 
on the four-probe Wenner Method  of 
measuring soil conductivity  the generally 
accepted method of making such measure-
ments since it was created at the US ureau 
of Standards in 191 .6 either of these meth-
ods could be used in the current test program, 
however, because they both incorporate four 
ground probes  each one foot long. Thus 
they measure the avera e ground conductiv-
ity of the top foot (and more) of the soil, not 
just the top few inches, where the radials are 
located.

To solve this problem I built a test rig 
using  inch probes, in order to determine 
the changes that take place in the soil’s elec-
trical properties in the vicinity of the buried 
radials. The probes that I built are spaced 
.  feet apart. This distance was established 

by a series of tests with the probes at vari-
ous spacings, and then comparing the results 
with the readings on my Sevick array that is 
installed nearby.

Measurements were made with an 
Advance evices igh Precision CR 
Meter,  which provided 1  accuracy of 
readings and was obtained exclusively for 
this test program.

As a matter of information, when the test 
site was first built, an eight foot ground rod 
was driven into the soil immediately adjacent 
to the elevated radials at antenna number 
three. uring the test program, occasional 
readings were taken of the capacity between 
the radials and this ground. It was found that 
this capacity did vary with the variation in 
ground conductivity, with a corresponding 
slight change in the resonant frequency  a 
change that did not affect the performance 
of the antenna. A full description of this 
Capacitive ottom oading  effect is avail-

able on my website.

s ss on o  F n n s
As shown by the graphs presented previ-

ously, buried radials are superior to elevated 
ones immediately after heavy rain, but only 
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for a short time after the rain ceases.
The hypotheses for this effect is:
When the rain falls, it is originally con-

centrated in the top few inches of the earth, 
which greatly increases the ground conduc-
tivity in this area. 

The high conductivity in the area around 
the radials allows them to outperform ele-
vated radials by making it easier for them 
to collect return currents both directly from 
the sky  through earth that now has higher 
conductivity  a d from the area between 
the radials, again because the earth now has 
higher conductivity because of the heavy 
rain. 

While this is happening, elevated radials 
merely maintain their usual level of per-
formance, as they collect only those return 
currents that impact them directly from the 
sky, and none of those currents need to pass 
through soil.

After the rain has stopped the accumula-
tion of water near ground level percolates into 
the earth, and the conductivity goes down in 
the top few inches  where the radials are 
located  to the point where elevated radials 
once again offer superior performance. 

In order to learn more of the relationship 
between electrical performance and its mois-
ture content a separate series of tests were 
performed.

In these tests the soil adjacent to antenna 
number 2 (buried radials) was soaked with 
water until the surface was saturated. round 
conductivity readings were obtained during 
the first eight minutes  while water was 
being applied  and at regular intervals 
thereafter. igure 6 shows the result.

igures ,  and 9 illustrate what 
happens when the soil conductivity is greatly 
increased by heavy rain  as shown in 

igure 6.
igure  shows normal ground con- 

ductivity. It is nearly uniform from the 
surface, down four inches to the level of the 
radials, and then continuing down another 
four inches. 

igure  shows the ground conductivity 
immediately after a heavy rain. The darker 
the shade the higher the water content of the 
soil and the higher its ground conductivity. 
In this case the conductivity is highest at the 
surface and decreases as we go deeper into 
the earth.

igure 9 shows the ground conductivity 
2 hours after a heavy rain. ow the moisture 
has percolated into the soil and the surface 
has begun to dry. The higher ground conduc-
tivity is below the radial depth.

a a  es s
The basic aim of this test program was 

to develop new information on the electrical 
properties of the soil that surrounds antenna 

F e   h s a h sho s ho  he o n  on  han e  n  he s  2  ho s 
a e   soa e  he o n  o sa a on.

F e   o a  o n  on  a   es  s e s 2 o  S  h a s h  o e  
a e a  he s a e   a  e a  on  o a e h o  a o   n hes.
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So e o es A o  A os he  o se
When I decided to use my existing antenna range to compare the performance of 

three antennas a problem immediately arose: When comparing two or more antennas 
the distance between each of them and the antenna providing the signal source  be 
exactly the same. As my three antenna sites were in a straight line, this was impossible. 
The answer was to use atmospheric noise as a signal source.

As noted in my article in the Mar/Apr 2011 issue of , “atmospheric noise is the 
result of the very broadband electromagnetic impulses that are caused, primarily, by the 
100 lightning flashes that occur every second somewhere in the world. These impulses 
(sometimes called “Sterics”, or “Spherics”) may propagate for thousands of miles from 
the lightning source without major attenuation in the earth-ionosphere waveguide. 

Antennas operate by intercepting electromagnetic waves (including those created 
by lightning!) and converting them into electrical current for the receiver to amplify and 
detect. Thus there is a direct correlation between atmospheric noise levels and the signal 
strengths indicated by a communications receiver.

Atmospheric noise, when measured at 30 MHz on my ICOM 756PRO3, with both 
preamps operating, was entirely adequate to allow precise signal measurements. 
As these atmospheric signals are stable in the short term, they allow received signal 
strengths to be read with great accuracy. (Using W8WWV’s e er i e computer soft-
ware program my S meter is a 9 inch wide bar-graph on a computer screen.)

There is almost no information in the Amateur Radio literature about atmospheric 
noise. Thus, both before and during the test program described in this article some addi-
tional tests were conducted, with interesting results. 

How Constant Are Atmospheric Noise Levels?
To determine the difference between daytime and nighttime signal strength levels of 

atmospheric noise I recorded the data in Table 1.

What is the Polarization of Atmospheric Noise?
As I did not immediately find data on the polarization of atmospheric noise in the liter-

ature, I built a 10 meter dipole to explore the subject. This antennas is cut for 28.60 MHz 
— the same frequency as that of the three test antennas.

With the antenna center at about 8 feet off the ground, the ICOM 756PRO3 with one 
preamp operating, received atmospheric noise from this dipole as follows: 

Horizontal signal strength –3.9 dB
Vertical signal strength +7.8 dB
These signal strengths were measured using the e er i e software, and relate to 

the signal strength required to achieve an S 9 reading on the ICOM radio.
Thus, the vertically polarized component of atmospheric noise was 11.7 dB above the 

level of its horizontally polarized component.

From What Direction Does Atmospheric Noise Arrive at the Test Site? 
This question was really academic, as the antennas being tested were omnidirec-

tional. As a matter of curiosity, however, ten tests were made between August, 2010 and 
January, 2011.

In these tests the signal strength of atmospheric noise was measured, while my 3 
element beam antenna at the top of a 75 foot tower was rotated 360°.

In five of the tests, the maximum signal strength of atmospheric noise was from the 
North.  The other five tests showed maximum signal strength coming from the Northwest. 
In all of the tests there was zero signal coming from southern directions.

While these tests were being made, the world-wide, real time, occurrence of lightning 
activity (which caused the atmospheric noise) was monitored via the Internet. (Google 

a e 
a a on o  A os he  o se 

e  e o  a

Time Relative Signal  
(PDT) Strengh (dB)
1645 –8.8
1700 –8.5
1745 –8.2
1805 –8.2
1835 –8.2
1855 (Dusk) –8.2
1859 (Official sundown)
1945 (Dark) –8.1
2100 –8.1
2215 –8.2
0100 –7.9 

“TOGA Lightning” and then select “TOGA 
Network Global Lightning Maps”). These 
maps clearly showed that the vast majority 
of global lightning discharges were in the 
tropical region, which is, of course, South 
of Oregon.

Why atmospheric noise arrives here 
from the North and Northwest, when its 
source is South presumably relates to the 
earth-ionosphere waveguide by which this 
radiation is transmitted. around the world.

To conclude my work with atmospheric 
noise I have recently conducted tests 
using a venerable General Radio signal 
generator, a modern transistorized signal 
generator and atmospheric noise as signal 
sources. The results were virtually identical, 
so I believe that the test data contained in 
this article is accurate.

radials. rom the data that resulted, several 
practical conclusions may be drawn. These 
are:

Unless there are practical or esthetic rea-
sons for not doing so, it is more cost effective 
to locate radials under vertical antennas o  
the ground surface. 

In areas of low ground conductivity, a d  
or so of performance improvement may be 
obtained by elevating the radials, but the dif-
ference is so small that it will not be percep-
tible in practice.

In areas of high ground conductivity very 
slightly better performance can be obtained 
by burying radials. The improvement, how-
ever, will once again be imperceptible in 
practice.

As a matter of technical curiosity the 
CC might want to reexamine its present 

requirements that there be 120 radials under 
roadcast and vertical antennas.

The current CC requirements are based 
on the 19  study by rown and others. 
Thus, they theoretically should apply only 
to areas where the ground conductivity is 
identical to that (not mentioned in the paper) 
at rown’s test site. As they are stated at pres-
ent, the CC requirements apply uniformly 
to all parts of the United States, although 
ground conductivity in different areas may 
vary by a factor of 60. 

We now know that buried radials in 
high conductivity ground offer better per-
formance. Thus, someone might consider 
that the current CC requirements place an 
unnecessary physical and economic burden 
on stations built in areas of high ground con-
ductivity  where, presumably, fewer radi-
als are required for equal performance.

In reviewing the data presented in this 
article, we must remember that it represents 
tests conducted in a single area that has its 
own specific soil conditions and soil com-
position. Thus this information cannot be 
applied to other areas without additional 
testing.

As a matter of information, the CC 
round Conductivity data referenced previ-

ously indicates that conductivity in the ew 
ersey area where rown, ewis and Epstine 

conducted their landmark study is identical 
to that at the regon site where my observa-
tions were made.

han s
This test program ended up being, to a 

good degree, a communal project, with sig-
nificant, useful and very much appreciated 
input from:

reg rdy, W WWV. The test program 
could not have been conducted without his 
excellent software. reg was also very help-
ful and tolerant when I had problems loading 
his program
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ob Evans, W RR, who contributed 
greatly with his years of knowledge from his 
AT T and Amateur Radio experience.

ill Conwell, 2P , for his help in assur-
ing that there are no inadvertent errors in this 
article.

ick rey, XU, The second genera-
tion of reys (his father S  was ohn rey, 
W ESU) to provide much needed help with 
my antenna test programs

F e   a n  ano he  se  o  eas e en s 2 ho s a e  soa n  he o n   o n  ha  
he on  a  he s a e ha  a a n e ease  o he o na  a e   ha  n ease  o 

a h he  a e o e han .  S  a  a e h o  a o   n hes.

F e   A e  soa n  he o n  h a e  he o n  on  n ease  o o e 
han .  S  a  he s a e   hen a a  e ease  o he o na  a e a  a e h o  

a o   n hes.
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Make your reservations now for three days 
of learning and enjoyment at the Four 
Points Sheraton Hotel at BWI airport. 
The Digital Communication Conference 
schedule includes forums, demonstrations, 
a Saturday evening banquet and an in-
depth Sunday seminar. This conference 
is for everyone with an interest in digital 
communications—beginner to expert. 

Call Tucson Amateur 
Packet Radio at: 
972 671 8277, 
or go online to: 
www.tapr.org dcc
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F e  F an e  W 2 F

26 Dogwood Road, Kings Park, NY 11754; ffranke@suffolk.lib.ny.us

Playing With the ambda iode  
This simple circuit provides many opportunities to 

experiment with applications of a negative resistance response.

rom time to time articles appear in elec-
tronics publications describing the lambda 
diode, an interesting device that offers an 
alternate method of implementing various 
electronic functions. It is a two terminal 
component that exhibits a negative resis-
tance  between its terminals for a range of 
voltage applied across its anode and cath-
ode. In other words, the current that ows 
through the diode decreases as the voltage 
across the diode increases. Its negative resis-
tance characteristics are usually compared 
to those of tunnel diodes, which were some-
what popular years back, but are now rather 
scarce. Unlike the tunnel diode, the lambda 
diode is not manufactured as a discrete com-
ponent, but is implemented by interconnect-
ing two transistors. 

In its most elegant form, the lambda 
diode consists of an -channel ET and a 
P-channel ET cross connected as shown 
in igure 1A. A typical plot of the current
voltage relationship of the lambda diode 
is shown in igure 2. The negative resis-
tance characteristic is exhibited in the range 
between points 1 and 2 on the curve.

The lambda diode has a number of pos-
sible applications, including amplifiers, 
mixers, bi-stable switches, and logic func-
tions, but is most commonly used to imple-
ment oscillators. A parallel C tank circuit 
placed between the cathode of the diode and 
ground (or the anode of the diode and VCC) 
will oscillate at the resonant frequency of the 
tuned circuit. The only limitation is that the 

 of the tuned circuit must be high enough 
to ensure that its losses don’t overcome the 
negative resistance of the lambda diode. 
Almost any typical C circuit will have 
sufficient  to sustain robust oscillation. As 
a matter of fact if a dip meter is constructed 
around a lambda diode, it is often necessary 
to shunt the instrument’s tuned circuit with 
a resistor to reduce its , so that the energy 
being drawn from the tuned circuit when 

he a ho s es  e  se  o e e en  h a 
a e  o  a a o e a a ons.

F e   A ass  a a o e s n  an hanne  an  a hanne  JF  s 
sho n n a  A. a   sho s a o e  a a o e  s n  an hanne  JF  

an  a o a  ans s o .
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coupled to an external coil will produce a 
significant dip in the strength of the meter’s 
oscillations. Additionally, the voltage devel-
oped across a high  C circuit can be sur-
prisingly large. 

eglecting stray capacitance and induc-
tance, as well as the frequency limitations 
on the ETs used to implement the lambda 
diode, the device is frequency independent, 
and is therefore inherently a wide band 
device. It will sustain oscillations from 
audio to V U , the upper limit being a 
function of the circuit layout and the ETs 
selected. All oscillators require positive feed-
back to sustain oscillation. The lambda diode 
provides this regenerative feedback between 
its two terminals rather than externally as 
with most conventional circuits. This results 
in a variety of applications implemented with 
very simple circuitry. or example, an attrac-
tive feature is that for most oscillator appli-
cations, the tuned circuit requires no tapped 
coils or split stator capacitors.

The classic lambda diode, as shown in 
igure 1A, employs both an -channel and 

a P-channel ET. While fast -channel 
ETs are readily available, fast P-channel 

devices are less common. Even ETs not 
characteri ed for high frequency applica-
tions, however, tend to work well into the 
V  region. Another way to overcome the 
lack of fast P-channel ETs is to modify 
the lambda diode to use a P P bipolar tran-
sistor instead of the P-channel ET. This 
configuration is shown in igure 1 . Its 
characteristics are very similar to the classic 
two ET configuration. A lambda diode that 
I constructed using two low cost transistors, 
a 2 2  -channel ET and an MPS 1 
P P bipolar transistor produced oscillations 
to over 200 M .

Several papers on the Internet provide 
additional insight into lambda diodes and 
include some practical applications that 
would be of interest to hams.1, 2,  I found 
circuits for dip meters, signal generators, a 
regenerative receiver, and audio oscillators. 
Three such interesting websites are listed at 
the end of this article.

The purpose of this article is to explore 
variations of the lambda diode that overcome 
some of the limitations of the traditional 
implementation. The electrical character-
istics of the lambda diodes configured as 
shown in igure 1 are totally defined by the 

F e 2  h s a h s a es a a  a a o e ha a e s  o a e en  e.

F e   a o s o a a e a a 
o es a e s a e . a  A sho s he as  

. a   s a h h o e  e s on. a   
sho s a a a on  o  a a  o  2 2222 

o a  ans s o s. a   s he o a  
ans s o  a a on se  o  he a o s 

a a ons es e  n he a e.

1Notes appear on page 19.
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two transistors selected, and are usually lim-
ited to operating currents of a couple of 
milliamperes and a peak voltage of about 
10 V. I wanted to come up with a circuit that 
retained the general shape of igure 2, but 
which could be setup for a wide range of cur-
rents and voltages, so that higher amounts of 
power could be developed if desired. A sec-
ond goal was to achieve a circuit that would 
only require commonly available transis-
tors. The configurations that resulted have 
undoubtedly been developed by others, but I 
was not able to find any published evidence 
of them to credit.

o a a e a a o e
The initial implementation of a program-

mable  lambda diode is shown in igure A. 
Its operating characteristics are determined 
more by the values of the resistors than by 
the transistors themselves. It employs an 

-channel M S ET and an P  bipolar 
transistor. Unlike the conventional lambda 
diode, in which the diode current flows 
equally through both transistors, in this con-
figuration the bipolar transistor handles the 
bulk of the current, so only the bipolar tran-
sistor needs to have power handling capabil-
ity. igure A is a low power version while 

igure  operates at higher power levels. 
The second two configurations implemented, 
shown in igures C and , replace the 
M S ET with an P  bipolar transistor. 
All four of the circuit configurations shown 
in igure  produced characteristic curves 
similar to that of the traditional lambda 
diode. Table 1 lists the voltage and current 
levels measured for the resistance values pro-
vided in igure . 

The various applications described in the 
following paragraphs are based upon the 
lambda diode configuration of igure , 
since it can be implemented with virtually 
any of the most common and least expen-
sive transistors that are likely to be found in 
the shack. Transistors used in the examples 
shown are devices that were readily available 
and do not represent transistors that might be 
more appropriate for a particular application. 
The circuit will reali e negative resistance, 
however, with almost any pair of transistors 
that happen to be on hand. f course the 
circuits shown in igure C and  can be 
implemented with P P devices if the direc-
tion of the diodes is reversed and the polarity 
of the power supply voltage is swapped. ote 
that the two forward biased diodes 1 and 

2 in igure C were replaced with a single 
red E  in igure . The red E  pro-
vides about the same bias voltage as the two 
silicon diodes, and as a bonus gives a rough 
visual indication of the current levels in the 
diode. If the base resistor, R , is partially 
or fully bypassed with a capacitor (C1), the 

degenerative effect of R  is reduced. With 
no capacitor, the diode produced oscillations 
up to about 20 M  with a 0.01  capaci-
tor installed oscillations over 1 0 M  were 
reali ed.

Programming the parameters of the 
lambda diode is accomplished by select-
ing the various values of the five resistors. 
Although there is some interaction among 
all five resistors, essentially the peak operat-
ing voltage (V1) is determined by the ratio 
of R R , the current levels by R , and the 
shape of the characteristic curve ( igure 2) 
by the ratio of R1 R2. If the ratio of R1 R2 
approaches ero (R  connected to the anode) 
the curve resembles the snap action of a 

thyristor device. If the ratio is large (R  con-
nected to the base of 2) there is no negative 
resistance range. y letting R1 equal R2, the 
curve closely resembles the characteristics of 
the traditional lambda diode.

A a ons
As mentioned earlier, a simple parallel 

tuned circuit placed in series with the lambda 
diode will oscillate at the resonant frequency 
of the circuit. Therefore, a very simple and 
wide range signal generator or dip meter 
can be implemented as shown in igure . 
To make the signal generator practical, a 
source follower isolating stage and an output 

a e 
ha a e s  e a a e e s

Circuit V1 I1 V2 I2
Configuration (V) (mA) (V) (mA)
Figure 1A 1.8 1.7 5.9 0.05
Figure 1B 2.0 1.0 8.1 0.06
Figure 3A 15.0 89. 29.0 15.
Figure 3B 11.5 350. 22.0 60.
Figure 3C 15.0 50. 31.0 20.
Figure 3D 16.0 55. 32.0 20.

F e   A as  a a o e  e e   s sho n n a  A  an  a s na  
ene a o   s s a e  n a  .
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voltage amplitude adjustment potentiometer 
are included. If used as a dip meter, a simple 
detection stage must be added and, as noted 
previously, some of the coils may require a 
resistor shunted across them in order to get a 
good dip on the meter.

Crystal controlled oscillators are also 
easily implemented. igure  shows one 
possible configuration for such an oscillator. 
Values listed are ones that worked well in my 
breadboard for crystals in the  to  M  
region. The circuit produced no oscilla-
tions with the crystal removed, and always 
started up on the fundamental frequency of 
the crystal when it was reinserted. The reso-
nant frequency of the inductor and capacitor 
that seemed to work the best was somewhat 
above the crystal resonant frequency. The 
values shown allowed oscillation with crys-
tals that spanned about one megahert . 

An unusual feature of the lambda diode 
is that if two C tank circuits are placed in 

F e   h s a  F an  AF os a o  
 os a e a  o e en es  h he F 

s na  ho e  on an  o  a  he a o a e.

F e   h s  s a s e s a  
os a o   s n  a a a o e. he 

  os a e a  he s a  e en  
o e  a e an e o  s a  e en es.

series with each other, the configuration will 
oscillate on both frequencies. igure 6 shows 
the schematic of a device that modulated the 
radio frequency controlled by 1 C1 at an 
audio frequency rate controlled by 2 C2. 
The shape of the modulated signal was not 
the typical amplitude modulation envelope, 
but consisted of approximately a half cycle 
of the audio sine wave followed by a 0  
duration burst at the R  frequency.

The dc power source used during 
the evaluation of the various configura-
tions and applications was a simple hefty 
variable dc power supply terminated at 
the breadboards with an electrolytic capaci-
tor of several microfarads shunted with a 
0.01  disk ceramic capacitor to simulate 
an ideal voltage source.  When experiment-
ing with various external circuits, remember 
that regardless of where the power supply 
is placed in the circuit, there has to be a dc 
path through the lambda diode that biases 
the diode in its negative resistance range. A 
good starting point is to bias the diode in 
the middle of its negative resistance range. I 
found that 22 V was a good nominal voltage 
to start from if the resistor values shown in 

igure  are used.
Most of the experiments that I conducted 

on the lambda diode were run in the 2 M  
to 10 M  region, since circuit layout is 
not particularly critical at those frequencies, 
inductors are easily wound and the oscil-
loscope and other test equipment that was 
available performed well in that frequency 
range. 

The lambda diode produces signal wave-
forms that range from clean sine waves to 
highly distorted waveforms that are usually 
associated with relaxation and blocking 
oscillators. Inductors employing iron cores 
seemed to be the most likely to produce non-
sinusoidal signals. Wave shapes depend on 
a number of factors, but probably the single 
most significant factor causing the distorted 
sine waves is excessive drive to the C tank 
circuit. The waveform can be influenced 
by varying the operating point on the nega-
tive resistance range of the lambda diode by 
changing the operating voltage. ther meth-
ods include placing a resistor in series with or 
in parallel with the C tank circuit, deleting 
or reducing the value of C1 if it is being used, 
or by experimenting with different values for 
the programming resistors R1 through R .

he a a o e
Another interesting feature of the circuits 

shown in igures C and  is that if the 
cathode of the lambda diode is kept at ground 
potential, the base of 1 is also at ac ground. 
This makes the base of 1 a good point at 
which to inject an external signal in order to 
in uence the circuitry being driven by the 

lambda diode. ne application that worked 
very well, shown in igure , was to couple 
the output of a crystal oscillator via a small 
capacitor into the base of 1 (terminal  on 

igure ). This caused the simple lambda 
diode oscillator circuit shown in igure  to 
lock onto the crystal frequency over a fairly 
wide range of tank values. If the tank circuit 
was tuned to approximately twice the crystal 
frequency, a very stable frequency doubler 
was implemented. It was also possible to 
divide the crystal frequency in half by using 
a tank circuit tuned to approximately 0  of 
the crystal frequency. The frequency divider 
was significantly less tolerant of tank tuning 
than were the straight through and multiplier 
configurations. ther uses for this exter-
nal input that suggest themselves might be 
amplitude or frequency modulation schemes, 
but I have not yet experimented with any 
additional applications for the lambda triode.

es  e
Although this is not a construction 

article, I did build up an enhanced bread-
board intended to demonstrate some of the 
characteristics exhibited by circuits based 
upon the programmable lambda diode. The 
schematic of the test bed unit shown in the 
photographs is provided in igure . uilt on 
a wooden base using scraps of perfboard, the 
instrument uses the programmable lambda 
diode configuration detailed in igure  to 
develop three simple instruments that might 
be useful around the shack. A six position 
rotary switch is used to select the desired 
function. In positions 1 through  the instru-
ment functions as a Signal enerator in one 
of four selected frequency ranges. In position 
 the unit functions as an R  Code Practice 
scillator and in position 6 as a ip Meter. 

F e   W h a s a  os a o  o e  
o he ase o   a a a o e   

o s an e e e e en  o e  o  
e  2 os a o .
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A built-in power supply featuring an adjust-
able output voltage allows observation of the 
lambda diode characteristics over various 
portions of its operating range.

The Signal enerator is a simple imple-
mentation of a lambda diode C oscillator. 

ne of four inductors ( 1 through ) is 
selected by the FUNCTION/RANGE switch (S1) 
and the frequency is varied with a panel 
mounted variable capacitor (C ). The 0 p  
variable capacitor used on my unit gave 
relatively narrow tuning ranges. Therefore 
I would recommend using a larger variable 
capacitor, perhaps 6  p , if continuous fre-
quency coverage is desired. The inductor for 
the lowest frequency range is a 2.  m  R  

F e   he o e e s he a  a a  o  he a ho s n on a a o e es  . he s  o  FUNCTION/RANGE s h 
os ons o e a o s s na  ene a o  e en es  os on  s an F o e a e os a o  an  os on  s a  e e  ha  ses 

a o s n o s o es a sh he es  e en .

choke and the other three inductors are air 
wound devices that happened to be on hand. 

Using the values indicated on the sche-
matic, the frequency range covered is 
approximately 2 0 k  to .  M  (non-
continuous). Adding a source follower stage 
isolates the output signal from the oscillator. 
It provides a relatively low output impedance 
and allows the signal amplitude to be var-
ied using the LEVEL control (R9). A CW/MOD 
switch (S2) connects an C tank circuit ( 6, 
C ), which is resonant at an audio frequency, 
in series with the anode of the lambda diode. 
This causes the R  to be modulated (perhaps 
more accurately described as interrupted) 
at an audio rate. With the values shown the 

audio rate is about 1 k .
The R  Code scillator, selected by plac-

ing the FUNCTION/RANGE switch in position , 
employs an C circuit ( , C ) tuned to a 
spot in the AM broadcast band. The tuned 
circuit is placed in series with a jack ( 1) to 
accommodate a telegraph key. The unit is 
placed near any AM radio, and the tuning 
capacitor (C ) is adjusted to find a dead spot 
on the band. Since most AM radios don’t 
have a , the CW/MOD switch would nor-
mally be placed in the MOD position when 
using this function. Resistor (R ) is placed 
across the C circuit to improve the wave-
form.

The ip Meter is selected by placing 
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the FUNCTION/RANGE switch in position 6. In 
this position, the inductors employed by the 

ip Meter oscillator are plug-in coils wound 
to cover frequencies of interest. These coils 
are positioned to extend out from the unit 
to allow easy coupling to external circuits. 

ne of the nice things about lambda diode 
oscillators is the fact that only two terminals 
are required for the tank circuits. Therefore 
it was possible to implement a set of plug-in 
(screw-in) coils using plastic rods inserted 
into the bases of candelabra lamps. A set of 
old Christmas lights provided the socket and 
plenty of bases for the coils. 

The metering circuit takes advantage of 
the source follower that was already in place 
for the Signal enerator. It ties into the wiper 
of the LEVEL potentiometer, allowing the 
LEVEL control to set the meter to any desired 
position on the meter scale. ecause the sig-
nal at the wiper of the LEVEL potentiometer is 
a low impedance voltage, it is not necessary 
to use a sensitive meter as the dip indicator. 
In my case a 00 A subminiature meter was 
used. ust select the value of R10 as appro-
priate for the meter used. As mentioned ear-
lier in the article, the lambda diode tends to 
produce robust oscillations. This masks the 
energy being drawn away by the tank circuit 
coupled to the ip Meter coil. Therefore, 
a resistor (R ) and a potentiometer (R6) 
are included to reduce the level of drive to 
the plug-in coils. y properly adjusting the 
SENSITIVITY control (R6) a very deep dip can 

F e   h s ho o sho s he  o  he a ho s a a o e es  e . 

be obtained. The disadvantage, of course, is 
having this extra adjustment to contend with. 
In lieu of the potentiometer, a selected fixed 
resistor placed across each of the plug-in 
coils might do the job. The OUTPUT connector 
is a convenient place to attach a frequency 
meter to provide an accurate indication of the 
dip frequency. 

S a
egative resistance devices are men-

tioned in many electronic texts but the topic 
is largely glossed over in most of these texts. 
It remains an interesting and somewhat 
undeveloped area of electronics. opefully 
this article will inspire some experimentation 
on negative resistance devices. The cost of 
gathering the parts for the basic diode should 
be less than a dollar if all the parts must be 
purchased, and will probably be ero for 
most hams since all of the components can 
typically be scrounged from almost any piece 
of defunct electronics. Even though the cost 
of damaging any of the devices used in this 
article is pennies, I found it very difficult to 
blow anything up since the lambda diode 
tends to be self protecting. 

Perhaps the programmable lambda 
diode circuit presented in this article can 
be improved upon or tailored for a specific 
application. Maybe other versions of nega-
tive resistance diodes could be developed. 
The relative simplicity of circuitry needed 

to try out various ideas encourages experi-
mentation. A low power transmitter based 
on a couple of stages of lambda diodes or 
triodes would seem to be an interesting little 
project to try.

o es
1Larry Coyle, K1QW, Negative Resistance 

and the Lambda diode, h s s e s.
o a a o e.h

2Lloyd Butler, VK5BR, “A Dip Meter Using 
the Lambda Negative Resistance Circuit,” 
h se s. . o .a se s e

e es e e .h
3Ramon Vargas-Patron, “Oscillations and 

Regenerative Amplification using Negative 
Resistance,” . en22 2. en. o.
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J a e as o  H2 F

Viputie 3, Fl-01640 Vantaa, Finland; a. e as o . o

Measuring Coils In Tuned Circuits 
or Short Wave requencies  

1Notes appear on page 24.

Constructing your own short wave ama-
teur equipment requires basic measurement 
capabilities. Voltages and currents: dc and 
ac, resistance and capacitance. All these can 
be measured with reasonable accuracy using 
a low-cost hand-held multimeter. Measuring 
frequency is more rewarding. Today’s digi-
tal technology has created simple frequency 
counters, which are available either in kit 
form or ready made. Some investment is 
needed, however. 

Measuring inductance is more compli-
cated. To make real coils, in addition to the 
inductance you must also have knowledge 
of the coil losses, indicated with  values. 
You must know the  value o e very
re e y o i yo are i e di o e
e oi . Making air wound solenoid coils 

is well covered in the literature. e
a d oo  gives rules to construct coils 

with the desired inductance.1  values are 
not directly calculable, however. Modern 
equipment design requires small si e, and 
therefore most of the coils today are of toroi-
dal form and they use various ferrite or iron 
powder cores to increase the inductance. The 
real problem with this type of construction 
is the great variation of losses depending 
of the core material versus frequency used. 
To construct coils with predictable values, 
you must have knowledge of the coil  on 
the frequency used. Some kind of -meter 
is needed. Coil bridges using some fixed 
frequencies in the low short wave range are 
not useful.

Are coils problematic components in your designs? 
Tuned circuits are still valuable in the IC era!

The following shows a simple solution 
to measure coil inductance and  values on 
the desired short wave frequency.

 an   e e
The basic idea is to use the coil to be 

measured as part of parallel tuned circuit in 
an C oscillator. or practical reasons one 
end of the coil should be grounded, and be 
tuned to the desired frequency with a paral-
lel calibrated variable capacitor. The amount 
of feedback around the oscillator should be 
continuously adjustable and be calibrated to 
make the  value calculable. igh  coils 
need less feedback to start oscillations. 

An external counter is used to indicate 
that oscillation has started, as well as the 
frequency. A basic four function calculator   
will help us find ) and .

a a e  ne  s as s
igure1A is lossless parallel tuned cir-

cuit. Part  represesnts a practical case, in 
which most of the losses are in the coil. 
Resistor  is the simulated coil loss. In part 
C, the coil loss, , has been transferred to a 
parallel loss resistor, . At resonance, the 
inductive and capacitive reactance values 
are of the same magnitude and opposite 
sign, to cancel each other. The remaining  
indicates the losses in the circuit. In practice 
it includes all the losses in the tuned circuit, 
including possible negligible losses in the 
capacitor. 

 is the resistance of the tuned circuit 
at resonance and is used for the calculation 
of stage gain in an active device amplifier. 

igher  means higher gain. In an amplifier 
circuit , , is never reached due to load-

F e   a  A e esen s a e e  oss ess a a e  ne  . n a   e ha e he 
a on o  so e n o  osses  e esen e   R. a   sho s he es  o  han n  he 
se es oss es s an e  R  o a a a e  es s o  R0. n a   e see he e e s o  esonan e 
on o  . he n e an  a a e ea an es a e e a  an  o os e  so he on  

e a n n  a  o  he e an e s he a a e  es s an e  R0.
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ing of the amplifier output resistance and the 
next stage input resistance. Taking these into 
consideration, loaded  is calculated. 

The selectivity and bandwidth of a tuned 
amplifier is directly related to the loaded  
value. The separation of  d  points on 
the selectivity curve are found by dividing 
the resonant frequency by the loaded , as 
given in Equation .

At resonance: 

M p 
 Eq 1

 
y knowing  and ,  can be calculated. 
y knowing  and ,  can be calculated. 
 is the total capacitance in parallel with 

the coil.

 Eq 2

where  is the coil  without external 
loading. 

              Eq 

a n  he s a o
Some portion of the output signal must be 

fed back to the input. In the oscillator shown 
in igure 2, the output sample is taken with a 
small capacitor,  to a 0  resistor, work-
ing as the input resistance of the amplifier, A. 
The amplified signal is across a second 0  
resistor and is returned to the tuned circuit via 
an additional small . oth small capacitors 
are chosen to be of the same value, and are 
in practice half of a tuned variable capacitor. 

igure  shows the transformation of 
series  and  to their parallel form,  
and .

    2   Eq 

    2   Eq 

In our case, the small  means high , 
compared to   0  and allows us to sim-
plify Equations  and :

  2   Eq 6

   Eq 

Adding a tuned circuit between the source 
and load causes insertion power loss, A. 
Additionally, matching the generator to the 
load adds some loss. To make an oscillator, 
we will need an amplifier with gain At to 
overcome losses. The total gain around the 
oscillator is one. Matching with high  (low 

), the current in series,   0  is almost 
capacitive, with a 90  phase shift, so two of 

them make a phase shift of close to 1 0 . 
This is canceled with the 1 0  phase shift 
of amplifier A, making the net phase shift 
0 . igher gain in amplifier A allows lighter 
loading of the C circuit. 

Two 0  terminations are transformed 
in parallel to the tuned circuit. In the circuit 
presented here, the amplifier gain 1 .  d  
has been used. igher gain means smaller  
in picofarads and makes a small  to 16 p  
capacitor useful.

a n  eas e en s
Connect the coil to be measured between 

the coil terminals. Switch the internal vari-
able  to be in parallel with the coil. Tune 

 so that it provides the desired parallel 
capacitor value that you intend to use. 

    2   10 p . If you are measuring 
a ready-made circuit with internal parallel 
capacitance, (such as an I  can), leave the 
switch open.
 Apply 12 V to the circuit and connect 
the frequency counter to the output. egin 
to increase the feedback capacitor  from 
minimum and observe the point where the 
oscillator starts to oscillate, giving a reading 
on the counter. ote the values of ,  and 
frequency. The total  in parallel to the coil 

is:   2   10 p . (If you are measuring 
an I -can,  is replaced with the internal 

 inside the can.) ow you know the total 
parallel capacitance and frequency of the 
oscillation, The inductance, , can be easily 
calculated from Equation 1. The value of  
is related to the coil , which can be calcu-
lated from Equation  or 9.

 
 

Eq 
 

where: 
    2   10 p
 and  are in p  and  is in M .

The term (1  –1) is given in the Appendix, 
If a different loss amplifier gain is used, see 
Table 1. 

or example, if using an 1 .  d  amplifier:

 Eq 9  
If you are not directly interested to the 

numeric value of  you can easily compare 

A  

QL / Q0 A A A  1 / A  1 / A –1 A +6 Atot 
  (dB)     (dB)  (dB)

0.7675  0.05406 –12.67  0.2324  4.30  3.30  –12.67 +–6 –18.67 
Used amplifier gain is 18.7 dB, so , 1/ A – 1 = 3.30, which is used in Equation A9. 
Finally:

                 [Eq 9]

F e 2  h s a a  s a es he as   se  o eas e n an e an  Q0. 
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the quality of different coil candidates o e
de ired re e y by watching the si e of  
needed. ess  means higher , keeping  
constant. igher  needs higher  to start 
oscillation.

he  A a ons
You can even check the activity of a 

quart  crystal by connecting it to the coil 
terminals. eave the  switch open. Starting 

F e   He e e see he ans o a on 
o  se es o a a e   es s an e an  

ea an e.

F e   h s s he a  sho s he o e e es  . he a e  n  es s o  s a .    n . Fo  he o  se es es s o  he 
o  a e s .   an  he nea es  s an a  a e s .   .

 s a a  ans o e   ns   s an s o  .2  o e  e s e  on   o o . he o o  s a Fe o e A     n  
s a  o an A on .

 a es a e n no os a on on on. Cs s se  a  n .

from minimum  you look for oscillation 
with the parallel mode and you have the fre-
quency depending on . To find the operat-
ing frequency of a 2 p  crystal, you will 
need a  of 11 p . ( 2  2  11  10).

You can also use this circuit as a simple 
R  generator with an external attenuator unit.
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An interesting test is to couple your 
antenna parallel to the 0  amplifier input 
by an external cable and feed the counter 
output to your receiver. Start  from the 
minimum. ow you have a preselector with 
an adjustable regenerative high  selective 
tuned circuit. e careful because it can put a 
relatively high signal level into the receiver 
when oscillation starts

ecause  is close to  (0. ) the coil 
is very sensitive to the surrounding effects. 
This circuit phenomenon is useful as a grid 
dip meter or metal detector circuit in the field.

a a  en
igure  shows the schematic diagram. 

igure  shows the front panel of my com-
pleted test set. or outside connections, two 
banana terminals are used, one for the hot 
coil terminal and another for the coil ground 
connection. The internal calibrated 00 p  
air variable capacitor, , is behind a switch. 
When  is not in use it is grounded by the 
opposite terminal of the switch. 

The feedback capacitors are two  to 
16 p  air variable capacitors from an old M 
receiver. It includes a gear, so the knob has 
a range of 1.  turns, which is a great help to 
make a more accurate calibration in picofar-
ads. The knob is a i ra ed i e i e
a i  one of the  to 16 p  capacitors. 

As the body of this capacitor is hot with R , 
it must be installed so it is isolated and the 
shaft and knob can be plastic to reduce the 
in uence of hand capacitance. Actually, the 
capacitor body was screwed to an aluminum 
support, which is bolted directly to the hot 
banana terminal screw. See igure 6. 

The broadband amplifier, A, is a two stage 
amplifier, with a 2S 2 1 and a R91A 
transistor. The circuit uses ground plane con-
struction, and short by-pass capacitors and 
resistors are soldered vertically to the small 
piece of copper clad circuit board material. 
Transistors are elevated the length of the by-
passes from the ground. This print is located 
on the side of the  variable capacitor in a 
vertical position to minimi e the length of 
amplifier input and output connections. The 
print is fixed by soldering spots to the front 
panel double sided copper clad circuit board 
material.

The 1  inductance at the 2S 2 1 drain 
is a peaking coil to flatten the frequency 
response towards the upper end. 

The unloaded voltage gain is 1 .  d . 
The 1 d  point is over 100 M . The 
output impedance should be 0 . y com-
puter simulation, the output resistance starts 
to increase after 20 M , being 1  at 
0 M  and   at 0 M . This check-

ing can be done also with an oscilloscope by 
temporarily loading the  connection with 
a dc isolated (0.1 ) 0  resistor. eeding 

F e   he es s an e a es ha e een on e e  o on an es o s  he 
a a ons n he a a e  . he ne   has een a e  e een he so e an  
oa  an  a  esonan e he n e an  a a e ea an es a e e a  an  o os e n 

a e  so he  an e  o .

F e   F on  e  o  he o o e e en .  n es e e  a  no  an  e  
anana e na  on he e  ha  s no  n e  n h s esen a on. he o  e na s a e 

a  an  e  on he h .

F e   e a  o  he . he o e a a e a a o  Cs  s on he a n  
s o  e  n e  he ho  o  e na  n . he a e  n  s e a  eh n  he a a e 

a a o  Cs.
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the generator to the amplifier input, with 
 set to minimum, the output R  voltage 

should drop to half with this external 0  
resistor.

This amplifier was stable with generator 
feed and 10:1 probe load. When installed in 
the real circuit with the  source and load, a 
very high frequency self oscillation occurred. 
To tame it down, a ferrite bead was used at 
the 2S 2 1 gate and at the R91A base 
lead.2 The start of normal oscillation should 
be smooth and return back to off without 
hysteresis.

The buffer stage with the 2S 2 1 is not 
located on the original circuit board, but is 
constructed separately on the back side of the 

front panel using ground plane construction. 
The reason to use the 2S 2 1 is that its 

transconductance with ero bias is 10 mA V 
and feedback C  0,0  p . It is competing 
with dual gate M S ET qualities but needs 
five fewer components to reali e the proper 
bias conditions. To guarantee adequate drain-
source voltage in the first stage, an ET with 
lower end of I SS selection R, 6 to 1  mA is 
needed. It would be better to select a device 
with Y of  to  mA, but one was not available.

o es
1H. Ward Silver, NØAX, Ed, The ARRL 

Handbook for Radio Communications, 2011 
Ed, Chapter 2, “Electrical Fundamentals,” pp 
2.49-2.52. ISBN: 978-0-87259-095-3; ARRL 

Publication Order No. 0953, $49.95. ARRL 
publications are available from your local 
ARRL dealer or from the ARRL Bookstore. 
Telephone toll free in the US: 888-277-5289, 
or call 860-594-0355, fax 860-594-0303;  

.a .o sho ;  sa es a .o .
2M. Chessman, N. Sokal, “Prevent Emitter-

Follower Oscillation,” Electronic Design, 13, 
June 21, 1976 p 110-113.

3W.Th. Hetterscheid, “Transistor Bandpass 
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A en  
 

a a ons o  Q0

or easier calculations, the resistances are replaced by conduc-
tances, where   1  

igure  presents the situation where a tuned circuit has been 
added between the source and load. ,  

o  is the sum of all losses.

o    o r e oad   Eq A1
The first term is loss between the source and load. When   , 

loss is 6 d . 
The second term is the insertion loss of adding the tuned circuit. 

(See otes  and .)

 Eq A2

 is power loss, (d )  10 log  ,   1, so  is negative in d
It can be shown, that:

 Eq A  

and when     
fitting Equation A  to A2:

 Eq A

from this, 

 Eq A

and then converting back to resistance: 

 
 Eq A6

 

 

 Eq A  

    from Equation 2, and
  2  0 from Equation 6.

Solving for :
 

 Eq A

 
Using capacitance in p  and frequency in M :
 

 Eq A9

The total loss, o , around the oscillator is the sum of: 
1) oss between the source and load resistors.
When   , the voltage at the output drops to half, meaning 

there is a 6 d  loss, independent of the value of 
2) Tuned circuit insertion loss, 

o   6 d   Eq A10
and in d : 

o  (d )  6  10 log Eq A11
Total loss is compensated by the amplifier gain, , to have a net 

effect of 1, or 0 d . The loss components are presented in Table 1. 

o a n  es s
To verify the validity of  measurement, no standard coil with 

measured  was available. or iron powder toroids, Amidon has given 
some  curves for reference in their e a a oo , on pages 1-1 .  
I made one of those reference coils using a T 0-6 core with  turns, 
using 0.  mm copper wire, instead of no. 2  AW , which has a diam-
eter of 0. 1 mm. I measured   2 2 around mid frequencies, and the 
e a a oo  gives a reference   26 . Toward the lower frequen-

cies, however, the measured  was slightly smaller than the reference. 
Using the 0.  mm wire instead of 0. 1 mm wire decreases the  value  

I inspected several sources for air wound coils to find a suitable 
reference. Most calculated  values were rather high and probably 
were not to be trusted. The best practical indication came from adio

e i er a d oo .6 According to rules given on pages 6  to 0, 
I wound a 9  turn coil on a  inch form using 1.1 mm copper wire, 
and measured the  with a different . Measured results were also 
about 1  on the low side at mid frequencies. It is a problem to cali-
brate and read low  values accurately, (0.1 p ), so some variation in 
the measured  result is to be expected.
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ave for Curve itting

An enna o e s
We are a bit late in setting up for ield 

ay and we have just erected our 0 meter 
CW antenna. We have cut it for .0 0 M  
using the familiar 6   f (M ) formula 
and we’ve strung 60 feet of 0  window 
line between the center of the antenna and 
our operating position.1

 
efore we connect 

the transceiver, we’ll check our installation 
with an antenna analy er. ut what’s this  
The analy er tells us that the antenna is 
resonant at about .2  M . What have we 
done wrong  We run to the 0 meter operat-
ing position to borrow their analy er, but it 
simply confirms what ours already told us. 

id we measure our 12 gauge wire incor-
rectly  Are ground effects (our height is 
2  feet) shifting things more than we might 
expect  Should we tear down the antenna 
and try again

o e n  he An enna
ur antenna is actually just fine and we 

ought to go ahead and enjoy ield ay. 
What, though, is wrong with our analy er 
measurement  othing except our inter-
pretation of it. ow that ield ay is over 
and we’re back at home, let’s use the input 
impedance code we developed in ave
or ra i io i e  to look at our entire 

installation, consisting of the antenna and the 
transmission line.2

irst, though, we need a good model 
of what we think the antenna ought to do. 
We will use the antenna modeling pro-
gram e

 
that we’ve used previously 

in this series on ave. ,  We will 
assume that our ield ay antenna was a 
center-fed dipole 2  feet above ideal ground 
using 66.  feet of no. 12 gauge wire. We 
would like to look at the performance of 

the antenna and transmission line at tightly 
spaced frequencies around our intended 
operating frequency over a range of, say, 
2 M  from 6 M  to  M . We could use 
e  to generate numerous input imped-

ances for a large number of frequencies but 
that would be very tedious. Instead we’ll try 
something else.

We will begin by calculating the input 
impedance at 00 k  intervals over our 
frequency range of interest. That involves 

five invocations of e , or your favorite 
antenna analysis program, from 6 M  to 
 M . The results are listed in Table 1.

We can plot these using some of the 
ave code in Table 2, and the result is 

shown in igure 1. The third plot specified in 
o  in Table 2 produces the hori ontal line at 

an impedance of ero, added for clarity. The 
third argument, , to each plot specifica-
tion draws a straight line, quanti ed as nec-
essary, between the various points in each 

Maynard presents another set of functions available in Octave.
This time he shows us the least squares curve fitting function.

1Notes appear on page 29.

a e 
n  e an e o  .  Foo  en e Fe  o e

Frequency Resistive Component Reactive Component 
(MHz )              ( )             ( )
6.0 26.91 –254.8
6.5 38.10 –131.0
7.0 52.94 –10.78
7.5 72.47 108.6
8.0 98.06 229.2

F e   e an e o  o e h nea  n e o a on e een o n s.
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plot. The ave code used in this article is 
available for download from the ARR   
files website.

At this point, we have a couple of nice 
curves that look very much as we would 
expect a dipole to behave over a limited range 
of frequencies near resonance if we compare 
our plots of resistance and reactance with 
the corresponding section of igure 2 on 
page 2-  of Chapter 2 of e e a

oo .6,  We still don’t have a way, though, 
to model our antenna mathematically at any 
frequencies in between the five 00 k  
spaced frequencies that we used to generate 
the sequences of straight lines that constitute 
the two curves. 

If we can fit curves to the antenna imped-
ance data in Table 1 that behave very much 
as we would expect our dipole to behave, 
then we can use the equations that describe 
those curves to produce reasonable estimates 
of the values of the antenna input impedance 
between the values we’ve calculated using 
the antenna modeling program. ne tech-
nique that will give us such equations is the 
method of least squares.  rom our observa-
tions of igure 1, we’ll elect to use a linear fit 
for the reactive component and a parabolic 
(second degree) fit for the real component.

To help us avoid a number of tedious 
and error-prone manual calculations, ave 
includes a powerful curve fitting function, 
o y  that will give us the coefficients of the 

polynomials we need to fit the data we have. 
o y  is defined as follows:

o y

where: 
 is a row vector containing the coefficients 

of the fitted polynomial of degree .
 is a structure containing information about 

how the fit was obtained and the quality of 
the fit. We won’t use for the purposes of 
this article. 

 is a row vector 
 is a row vector.
 is the degree of the polynomial fit 

we’d like to fit to the points in  taken 
as functions of the points in 

We let the values in  represent the fre-
quencies at which we have antenna imped-
ance calculations, and those in  represent 
the impedance values taken one component 
at a time, real and imaginary.

The code in Table  defines the frequen-
cies of interest as  and vectors of real 
and imaginary components of the antenna 
impedance as e  and e . When we 
run o y with  1 for the reactive compo-
nents and  2 for the real components, we 
get the polynomial coefficients we will use in 
Table  to define  and  ote that five 
discrete frequencies are stored in the vector 

 while the function i a e is used to store 

F e 2  e an e o  o e o  eas  s a es e .

F e   n  ea an e o    ans ss on ne e na e  h a o e.

a e 2
 o e o o  s e e a a ons o  An enna ea an e

#! /usr/bin/octave -qf

fn = [6.0, 6.5, 7.0, 7.5, 8.0];

Rnec2c = [26.91, 38.10, 52.94, 72.47, 98.06];

Xnec2c = [-254.8, -131.0, -10.78, 108.6, 229.2];

plot(fn, Rnec2c, “-”, fn, Xnec2c, “-”, fn, 0 .* Xnec2c, “-”);

title( “DIPOLE FEED POINT IMPEDANCE”);

xlabel( “FREQUENCY IN MHz”);

ylabel( “IMPEDANCE IN OHMS”);

text(6.6, 70,  “RESISTIVE COMPONENT”)

text(6.75, -100,  “REACTIVE COMPONENT”)

grid;

pause;
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101 values from 6.0 to .0 M  in the vector 
so that we can approximate a continuous 

curve when we plot  and .
At this point, we could write the follow-

ing equations using the data stored in oe  
and oe :

i × – ×
Eq 1

×  Eq 2
An easier, and less error prone way to 

form these equations, though, is to use the 
ave function o yva , which is defined 

as follows:
o yva

where: 
is a row vector containing values of 

 evaluated at the points specified in .
is a row vector containing the coeffi-

cients of the polynomial to be evaluated. 
 is a row vector containing the arguments 

of function  at which we would like evalu-
ations.

ote that these equations are typeset as 
mathematical expressions, but that the actual 

ave code in Tables 2,  and  show how 
to create the equation in ave. The ave 
code uses a decimal point before an operator 
to tell ave to perform element by ele-
ment arithmetic rather than matrix arithme-
tic. ave for Transmission ines,  in the 
an eb 200  issue of  included a short 

tutorial and some examples of the differ-
ence between the dot operators  and their 
undotted  counterparts. See ote 2.

or the purposes of our curve fit, we’ll use:
o yva oe
o yva oe

We’ll put all this together in Table  and 
run the code under ave to get both the 
lines and stars of igure 2. ote that the stars, 
representing our antenna calculations using 
e , fall very close to the lines that repre-

sent our fitted curves, indicating that the two 
curve fits are close. If we wanted to do a more 
detailed mathematical analysis of the good-
ness of fit,  we could use the data stored by 
o y  in , but that won’t be necessary here 

as we can see from igure 2 that the fit is suf-
ficient for our purposes.

o e n  he ans ss on ne
ooking at igure 2, we see that the 

antenna has an impedance of about   
resistive in the vicinity of .0 0 M , just 
what we were looking for. What then, went 
wrong  We should remember that we used the 
antenna analy er at the end of 60 feet of 0  
transmission line, not at the antenna, and that 
the 0  line presents quite a mismatch to 
the antenna even though its attenuation per 
unit length is low. et s modify the code from 

a e 
 o e o o  eas  S a es F  o An enna ea an e

#! /usr/bin/octave -qf

ff = linspace(6.0, 8.0, 101);

fn = [6.0, 6.5, 7.0, 7.5, 8.0];

Rnec2c = [26.91, 38.10, 52.94, 72.47, 98.06];

Xnec2c = [-254.8, -131.0, -10.78, 108.6, 229.2];

Rfit = 9.5686 .* ff .^ 2 .- 98.6260 .* ff .+ 274.4337;

Xfit = 241.52 .* ff .- 1702.40;

plot(ff, Rfit, ff, Xfit, fn, Rnec2c,  “*”, fn, Xnec2c,\

  “*”, ff, 0 .* Xfit);

title( “DIPOLE FEED POINT IMPEDANCE”);

xlabel( “FREQUENCY IN MHz”);

ylabel( “IMPEDANCE IN OHMS”);

text(6.6, 70,  “RESISTIVE COMPONENT”)

text(6.75, -100,  “REACTIVE COMPONENT”)

grid;

pause;

F e   n  ea an e o    ans ss on ne e na e  h a o e.

ave or ra i io i e  to look at the 
problem we have here. We’ll include data on 
the load impedance using the curve fits we 
developed above and we’ll specify the char-
acteristics of the transmission line in the code 
rather than accepting it from the keyboard.

We used WM C   open wire line 
in our installation, so we’ll pull data from 
Table 22-60 of e  a d oo :

  0 
 91

 in M  1 10 100 1000
a e in 
 d   100 feet 0.06 0.2 0.  2.9

 and  are relatively constant over a 
broad range of frequencies and we can enter 
them into our code as constants. The value 
for a e , though, varies over the range in 
which we are interested. ortunately, a e  
varies rather predictably as the square root 
of frequency over the range of frequencies 
of interest to us for almost all transmission 
lines. We’ll solve for a multiplying constant 
at 10 M  and end up with:

a e   × r Eq 
as we did in ave or ra i io i e . 
(See ote 2.)

We’ll eliminate the keyboard input com-
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mands from the code we’re borrowing from 
ave or ra i io i e  and embed 

the data in the code. We’ll plot the data 
rather than printing it out and we’ll consider 
only the reactive component of the input 
impedance to the line as we’re interested in 
resonance,  the point at which our antenna 

analy er will detect that the reactive compo-
nent of impedance has passed through ero 
ohms. ur code is listed in Table .

The plot we get by running the code in 
Table  under ave is shown in igure . 

or comparison purposes, we’ve plotted the 
reactance of the antenna along with the reac-
tance observed at the input to the transmis-
sion line and with a hori ontal line to clarify 
the ero crossing points. Rather than transfer 
data manually  an error-prone procedure 

 we’ve moved our code for developing the 
curves from Table  to Table . We get both 
plots at all 101 points, approximating con-
tinuous curves.9

We’ve also added labels to the plots using 
the e  command. We could instead have 
used e e d to show a legend of the differ-
ent curves as we have in previous articles, 
but e e d works by differentiating between 
colors or line styles and it seems to me that 
this figure is most clear when both plots are 
represented by solid lines.

n e e n  he es s
When we examine igure  we see that 

the 0  transmission line has shifted the 
reactive component of impedance as a func-
tion of frequency so that the ero crossing 
is at about .2  M , and that s what our 
antenna analy er reported as the resonant 
point.

Why were the 0 meter folks in opera-
tion so rapidly with no concern about their 
antenna  Well, they were using 0  coax 
instead of open-wire line. The low loss of the 
coax on 0 meters made the inconvenience of 
ladder line unnecessary in their minds. 

et s see what would have happened if 
we had used coax on 0 meters. We ll pull 
the data for an R -  coaxial line ( elden 

0 A) from Table 22-60 of e
a d oo  and we’ve included that data in 

the code in Table , commented out. ote 
that we curve fitted the attenuation data for 
the attenuation per unit length using the 
same square root of frequency model as we 
did for the window line. Since we’ll need a 
different label in the plot for the coax and 
the locations of the labels will be different, 
we include extra e  statements, now com-
mented out, for the coax. The results are plot-
ted in igure .

ote that, since the coax is a good match 
to the antenna over frequencies near the 
antenna resonant frequency, the reactive 
component of impedance isn’t changed 

a e 
o e o o  n  e an e o  ans ss on ne e na e  n 

o e

#! /usr/bin/octave -qf

f = linspace(6.0, 8.0, 101);

fd = [6.0, 6.5, 7.0, 7.5, 8.0];

d = 60;  # lengt  of line in feet

a = 0.0648 .* sqrt(f) .- 0.0048;    # alp a for 450 o  line

v = 91;                             # 450 o  open ire line

o = 450;                           # 450 o  open ire line

#a = 0.3237 .* sqrt(f) .-0.02373;   # alp a for 50 o  coax

#v = 85;                                        # 50 o  coax

# o = 50;                                      # 50 o  coax

Rd = [26.91, 38.10, 52.94, 72.47, 98.06];

Xd = [-254.8, -131.0, -10.78, 108.6, 229.2];

Rcoef = polyfit(fd, Rd, 2);

Xcoef = polyfit(fd, Xd, 1);

Rt = polyval(Rcoef, f);

Xt = polyval(Xcoef, f);

a = a ./ 1e2;  # convert d  per 100 feet to d  per foot

a = 0.1151 .* a;  # convert d  to nepers

c = 9.836e8;  # speed of lig t in feet per second

la bda = c ./ (1e6 .* f);  # avelengt  of signal in vacuu

la bda = (v ./ 1e2) .* la bda; # ad ust la bda for velocity

 = (2 .* pi) ./ la bda; # calculate eta

t = Rt .+  .* Xt;  # calculate co plex ter inating i pedance

d = o .* tan ((a .+  .* ) .* d .+ atan ( t ./ o));

plot(f, i ag( d), f, Xt, f, 0 .* Xt,  “-b”);

title( “INPUT IMPEDANCE”);

xlabel( “FREQUENCY IN MHz”);

ylabel( “REACTIVE COMPONENT OF IMPEDANCE”);

text(6.2, -110,  “ANTENNA”)

text(6.4, -550,  “60 FEET 450 OHM INDO  LINE”)

#text(7.4, 150,  “ANTENNA”)

#text(7.4, -120,  “60 FEET R -58”)

grid;

pause;

much by the trip down the transmission line. 
As we move away from resonance, though, 
the reactance of the line will mismatch the 
increasing positive or negative reactance 
more severely than was the case with the 

0  line and the excursions away from 
ero reactance will be more pronounced. 

The analy er told the 0 meter folks that 
their antenna coax combination was resonant 
where they wanted it to be and they started 
operating immediately.

on s ons
We’ve learned here to be a little careful 

about what an antenna analy er tells us, espe-
cially when there is a length of transmission 
line between the antenna and the analy er. 

We’ve also learned to use a powerful 
toolset consisting of ave  functions 
o y and o yva , along with ave  abil-

ity to process large matrices or vectors of 
data with single operators or function calls. 
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The method of least squares implemented 
by these functions and the ability to use the 
coefficients of even a high order curve fit 
without manually transferring them allows 
efficient, error-free approximation of rela-
tively complex sets of data.

So e a ons
The method of least squares is a power-

ful curve fitting tool. It can, though, lead us 
astray if we’re not careful. et’s fit a curve 
to a sine wave to experiment a little. We 
wouldn’t normally need to do that, but it 
provides a good example for study, because 
we already know the nature of the curve 
we’re trying to fit. We’ll represent the sine 
wave by a series of points as shown in the 
vector a i de in the ave code in
Table . Sine waves, exponentials, and 
other relatively complex functions may be 
represented by infinite series of polynomial 
terms, so it’s possible to use a polynomial 
generated by a least squares fit as a truncated 
infinite series approximation to the infinite 
series that would exactly represent our sine 
wave.10, 11 Using the code in Table , we 
have plotted in igure  a fifth degree least 
squares fit to the several points in a i de. 
We’ve also plotted a 101-point approxima-
tion to the sine wave and the two are so 
close that the traces are almost convergent 
at all points.

Shouldn’t we get a better fit if we add 
more terms to the polynomial by increasing 
its degree  We’ve done that in the seventh 
degree fit in Table  and igure . ote 
that the least squares computation doesn’t 
know  what we’re trying to do. It knows  

only that we want a curve that passes as 
closely as possible to the five points we 
specified in the argument to o y . If we 
look at the seventh degree fit, we can see that 
it passes through all the points as closely as 
we can tell from the igure, but it does so by 
producing a curve that wanders around a bit 
and doesn’t look much like the curve from 
which we selected our five sample points.

e cautious when curve fitting. e famil-
iar with at least the general shape of the 
curve you are expecting and, in most cases, 
use the lowest degree least squares fit that 
will accomplish your purpose.

o es
1H. Ward Silver, NØAX, Ed, The ARRL 

Handbook for Radio Communications, 
2011, The American Radio Relay League, 
Inc. 2010

2Maynard Wright, W6PAP, “Octave for 
Transmission Lines,” QEX, Jan/Feb, 2007, 
pp 3-8.

3The program nec2c is a port of NEC2 
from FORTRAN to C by Ray Anderson, 
WB6TPU. You can download nec2c from 

.s s .o s n e .h .
4You can download the latest Octave files at 

.o a e.o . F e   S ne a e s n  eas  s a es .

5The Octave code presented in this article is 
available for download from the ARRL QEX 
files website: .a .o e es. Look 
for the file    W h . .

6Dean Straw, N6BV, Ed, The ARRL Antenna 
Book, 21st Edition, The American Radio 
Relay League, 2007, p 5-6.

7An older edition of The ARRL Antenna 
Book (13th Edition, 1974) includes a figure 
(Figure 2-7 on page 30) that is similar to 
our Figures 1 and 2, but using normalized 
frequencies.

8C. Ray Wylie, Advanced Engineering 
Mathematics, Fourth Edition, McGraw-Hill, 
1975, pp 153-170.

9Using 101 points causes the frequencies 
between 6 and 8 MHz to fall directly on 

every other one hundredth megahertz 
between the two terminal frequencies. This 
may lead to a neater printout if we were 
to decide to use printf to print out discrete 
values of reactance rather than plot them.

10W. L. Hart, Analytic Geometry and Calculus, 
D. C. Heath and Company, 1957, pages 
547-560.

11The fit is only an approximation to a trun-
cated infinite series, but often a good one, 
as is the case with our sine wave here. 
The usual series expansion of a sine wave 
includes only odd exponents of x, while the 
least squares fit involves terms of all integral 
exponents up to argument N to polyfit, so 
the fit we are getting here is not exactly 
analogous to a truncated infinite series.

a e 
 o e o F  an  o  a S ne Wa e

#! /usr/bin/octave -qf

fn = [100, 200, 300, 400, 500];

ff = linspace(100, 500, 101);

a plitude = [0.0, 1.0, 0.0, -1.0, 0.0];

sine coef 5 = polyfit(fn, a plitude, 5);

sine coef 7 = polyfit(fn, a plitude, 7);

sine fit 5 = polyval(sine coef 5, ff);

sine fit 7 = polyval(sine coef 7, ff);

plot(ff, sine fit 5, ff, sine fit 7, ff, sin((ff .- 100) .* 2 

.* pi ./ 400));

title( “LEAST SQUARES FIT TO SINE AVE”);

#xlabel( “FREQUENCY IN MHz”);

#ylabel( “IMPEDANCE IN OHMS”);

text(340, -0.50,  “5t  DE REE FIT”)

text(405, 0.77,  “7t  DE REE FIT”)

grid;

pause;
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oo evie  Receiver 
esign and Technology 

Cornell Drentea, KW7CD 
Artech House, 2010 
462 pages, $149 
ISBN-13 978-1-59693-309-5 

Radio amateurs may be familiar with the 
block diagrams of various superheterodyne 
receiver types  single conversion, dual or 
more conversion, or direct conversion. Each 
block represents a necessary stage with its 
specific function  mixing, amplifying, tun-
ing and so on. Many of us had to memori e 
the block diagrams, placing each stage in 
the proper order, to attain a higher class of 
Amateur Radio license. Sometimes, we 
forget all of it, but would like to get reac-
quainted. 

Many years ago, I decided R  was 
what I wanted to study at the University of 

artford. I quickly felt quite over my head 
after reading my first receiver design theory 
book  Yes, the designs were understandable, 
but the text was often lacking in explanation 
as to how  and why.  or instance, how 
do you pick the best intermediate frequency 
or frequencies  What makes a good mixer  
I got through the course all right and contin-
ued my R  courses, going on to what I liked 
best at the time: transmitters. A few years 
ago, I became Test Engineer at the ARR  

aboratory, which includes evaluating 
receiver performance. ow such questions 
as what makes a good mixer  is a rather 
interesting topic to investigate. ortunately, 
I recently obtained Cornell rentea’s book, 

e eiver e i a d e o o y. This com-
prehensive and well illustrated text book is 
a delight to read, unlike my old college text 
books. Mind you, the theory i  complex, but 
for anyone wishing to dig deeper into what 
makes a receiver work a d work well, this 
book will answer all questions the reader is 
asking. It is quite suitable as a college text 
book but appropriate for the beginners and 
old-timers as well.

What made this book special from the 
very start was the preface. In it, the author 

tells an autobiographical short story about 
a nearly six year old boy who wanted to 
take apart his ad’s radio, to see what the 
little people inside looked like.  With both 
parents away from home and with pliers 
and a screwdriver in hand, little Cornell 
quickly had the radio totally dismantled. 
Unexpectedly, the parents returned early, 
before he was able to re-assemble the radio. 
This touching story (with a happy ending) 
reminded me of the human side of technol-
ogy  it is our nature as radio amateurs to find 
out how it all works. The preface also gave 
me the feeling that a real person, someone 
I can relate to, is speaking to me and I am 
about to learn something great. 

The first chapter is a brief history lesson 
on some of the names of the inventors and 
developers of radio technology. Interestingly, 
it also poses the question and gives a surpris-
ing answer to, who invented radio  I liked 
the fact that the author mentions, ne must 
not forget the many dedicated ham radio 
operators around the world.  The following 
brief chapter describes the history of radio, 
complete with schematics, from Edouard 

ranly’s Coherer, up to Armstrong’s devel-
opment of the Superheterodyne Receiver. I 
found the diagram of e orrest’s Audion 
Receiver interesting since the ARR  has 
one (with tube) in W1AW’s foyer. While I 
enjoy historical topics, I also enjoy the lat-
est technology topics. As I read through the 
subsequent chapters I had many eye popping 
experiences.

Though each chapter is very comprehen-
sive, the mathematics used to describe the 
various concepts gets right to the point and 
is not overwhelming, as it can be in other text 
books. Mathematical proofs are for math-
ematicians, not for me. The lack of proofs 
leaves more space for more usable informa-
tion, and this book has plenty of that. 

After an introduction to the superhet-
rodyne receiver, Chapter  digs into the 
implementation of a single conversion 

receiver and clearly describes the various 
parts in subchapters. The list of topics in 
succeeding chapters is too long to list here  
topics that include discussions of varieties of 
superhetrodyne receivers, mixers, frequency 
synthesi ers, A C, digital signal processing, 
software defined radios, and warfare receiv-
ers. Crystal filter design fans will be very 
pleased too. An added bonus is a chapter on 
the Arecibo bservatory. In that chapter, the 
author mentions that with today’s technol-
ogy, useful reception of intelligent signals 
from a planet 1 ,000 light years away is pos-
sible. That would be pretty good X.

Readers of  may be familiar with 
Cornell rentea’s three part series on the 
design and development of his high perfor-
mance, home brew, Star-10 Transceiver.1 
The Star-10 transceiver was designed and 
built as a project with the intent of finding out 
what could be done to achieve ultimate per-
formance. The author uses this exceptional 

 transceiver as an example of receiver 
design in a few of the chapters. Some of the 
topography and illustrations seen in  
are reproduced in e eiver e i a d
e o o y. An example of this is how and 

why the I  frequencies are chosen. y using 
an Intermodulation istortion Web Analysis 
Tool, the design engineer may quickly find 
the proper combination of frequencies that 
will minimi e the spurious response of a 
mixer. The material originally from  is 
very useful. We are lucky to have this gentle-
man build this complex device from a laws 
of physics  point of view, and that he is shar-
ing all of this knowledge with us. 

With Cornell rentea’s marvelous style 
of writing, e eiver e i a d e o o y 
will educate, excite, and inspire many. This 
text book should be used on every college 
campus that offers such a course. There is 

1Cornell Drentea, KW7CD “The Star-10 
Transceiver,” QEX, Nov/Dec 2007, Mar/Apr 
2008, May/Jun 2008. 

Bob Allison, WB1GCM, ARRL Test Engineer; a son a .o
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a great demand for R  engi-
neers today, and this book will 
undoubtedly inspire students to 
become engineers. While I can 
lament the fact that I didn’t have 
a text book such as this one thirty 
years ago, I am happy to have 
this text book today. 

Cornell rentea is an accom-
plished R  technologist, an 
engineer and a scientist with fifty 
years of hands-on experience in 
the aerospace, telecommunica-
tions and electronics industry. e 
has been involved in the design 
and development of complex 
R , radar, guidance and commu-
nications systems at frequencies 
up to 100 . e has devel-
oped several state-of-the-art 
products for companies such as 

oneywell and Raytheon. This 
includes, but is not limited to, 
ultra wide-band, high probability 
of intercept microwave receivers, complex 
synthesi ers, and deep-space oppler agile 
transceivers. e is known for his scientific 
and technical publications on the subject of 
applied R  technology. Cornell has pub-
lished over 90 technical papers and articles in 
national and international maga ines. e has 
been a consultant and is currently teaching 
comprehensive R  design courses to some of 
the largest international companies. e holds 
five patents. Cornell holds an Extra class 
amateur radio license W C .
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S R: Simplified

a  a  W FS 

17060 Conway Springs Ct, Austin, TX 78717; w5ifs@arrl.net

The past year has been full of activities 
that kept me away from writing this series. 
That is all behind me now, so we can get back 
to experiments and learning about software 
defined radios.

n o on o  F e s
We looked brie y at the theory of the 

sampling down converter (decimator) in the 
ov ec 2009 issue and the sampling up 

converter (interpolator) in the an eb 2010 
issue. An interpolator is typically used in a 
transmitter to increase the sample rate of a 
signal in preparation for frequency trans-
lation to the final frequency. A decimator 
is typically used in a receiver to lower the 
sample rate and also translate the signal to a 
lower frequency. In the interpolator, we add 
ero samples in between our existing sam-

ples and then low pass filter the sequence to 
eliminate images of the original. The result is 
a new sequence of samples that has the same 
spectrum as the original but with samples at 
a much higher rate. A decimator works simi-
larly, but we throw away existing samples 
and low pass filter the sequence to eliminate 
unwanted aliases of higher frequencies. This 
new sequence also has the same spectrum (or 
an aliased spectrum) as the original, but with 
a lower sample rate.

The filter for an interpolator or a decima-
tor can be a finite impulse response ( IR) 
or infinite impulse response (IIR) filter. The 
problem with both types of filters is that they 
require a large number of multi ply opera-
tions, which consume a large number of 

SP processor cycles. Eugene ogenauer 
developed a very useful simplification of 
the sample conversion filter configuration 
called a cascaded integrator comb (CIC) fil-
ter. e presented this design in an article in 
the ra a io o o i ee
a d i a ro e i  in April 19 1.1 The 
important aspect of CIC filters is that only 
addition, subtraction, and delay operations 

1Notes appear on page 36.

F e    ans o  a a  o  an n e a o . he ne  o  s he s  o  
he e o s o  an  he ne  sa e

We resume the SDR series in this issue with a look at  
Cascaded Integrator Comb Filters.

F e 2   ans o  a a  o  a o . he ne  o  s he e en e o  
he esen  sa e an  a e a e  sa e. he n e   es na es ho  an  

s e s ha ene  n  he e a .
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F e   he o  a a  sho s a e a o  he e he sa e a e s e e   a a e .  he o o  a a  sho s an n e o a o  
he e he sa e a e s n ease   a a e .  o e ha  he e en e e een he o s he o e  o  he o s an  n e a o s as e  as 

he e on o  he a e han e. he o s a e on he o  sa e a e s e o  o h s s e s.

are required for implementation.
As with most things in life, improving 

one aspect of a system requires compromise 
in other aspects. This is also true of CIC 
filters where we trade the simplification of 
eliminating multipliers for restricting the 
filter response. A CIC filter can only be low 
pass. Additionally, there is a limited subset 
of possible low pass responses constrained 
by the sample rate change and number of 
stages in the comb and integrator stages. 
The most important property of a CIC filter 
is that it can be very easily implemented in 
hardware either in an P A or as part of the 
dedicated logic of an IC such as the A 9  
and A 99 .

Ho  a  F e  Wo s
Matthew onadio has written a very 

good description on his website of how a 
CIC filter works, along with the associated 
mathematics (in case you want to see what 
the -transform equations look like). 2 I 
have borrowed several of his examples. We 
haven’t used standard -transform graphical 
notation up to now, but I believe it will help 
you understand the framework. 

The integrator is an infinite impulse 
response filter. igure 1 shows how it works 
and how simple it is. The integrator holds a 
running total of all previous samples. The 
integrator adds the last output value ( 1) to 
the current input value ( ). rdinarily, we 
would worry about over ow in an integra-
tor because a dc component in the signal 
will cause the integrator to over ow. The 
combination of the comb and the integrator, 
however, cancels any problems with over-

ow (see onadio for details). The integrator 
is a single pole low pass filter with infinite 

s n   
n o
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F e   he s n  sha e o  a  e . 

he o es e ease  e a se he 
s n  n on s a se  o a o e .

gain at dc. ogenauer figured out that the 
system doesn’t care about over ow as long as 
the integrators are implemented with adders 
using two’s complement addition that allow 
wrap around when over ow occurs, and that 
the number of bits in the word is as big as the 
expected output word. 

Wikipedia tells us that the two’s com-
plement of a binary number is defined as the 
value obtained by subtracting the number 
from a large power of two (specifically, from 
2  for an -bit two’s complement). The two’s 
complement of the number then behaves like 
the negative of the original number in most 
arithmetic, and it can coexist with positive 
numbers in a natural way.  d.

The comb is a finite impulse response 
stage that subtracts a previous sample 
from the present sample. The amount of 
delay between the present sample and the 
delayed sample is called the differential 
delay and is denoted as  by most authors. 

igure 2 shows the operation of the comb. A 
real implementation of a CIC filter is com-
posed of multiple integrator-comb sections 
that are cascaded. A CIC filter has exactly 
the same number of integrators as combs. 
Remember the associative property of math 
from elementary school: you can rearrange 
the order of the additions in a sequence and 
the result of the sequence does not change 
(a  ( )    d  ( e)  ( ) is identical to 
a    d    e  ). A CIC filter with rate 
change uses that property to group all of 
the integrators together and to group all of 
the combs together. We place either a down 
sample or up sample rate changer between 
the combs and integrators. igure  shows 
that a decimator is an integrator section fol-
lowed by a down rate change, which is then 
followed by a comb section. An interpolator 
turns the system around and puts the comb 
section first, followed by an up rate changer, 
which is followed by an integrator section. It 
is very useful for a hardware implementation 
that the number of integrators and combs is 
independent (within reason) from the rate 
change and that, in general, you can rear-
range the inputs, outputs, and rate change to 
create a decimator and interpolator with the 
same blocks.

Richard yons has a third way of 
explaining the operation of a CIC fil-
ter.  Unfortunately, yons, onadio, and 

ogenauer do not do a really good job of 
connecting the relationship between the rate 
change and the differential delay in the comb. 

yons comes closest when he describes the 
sinc shape in terms of the differential delay 

s n  2
 o a   e
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F e   he es onse o  a  e a o  e  h       an    . he oo  s 
ess n h s e   a as ene  s a e    .

F e   he es onse o  a  e a o  e  h       an    . he sha e  
a eas sho  he ene  n he n  s e  ha  s n e  n he o  o  he e .
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in the comb section. What he did not explic-
itly say is that the sinc shape of a combined 
comb and integrator is the product of the 
rate change ( ) and . oth onadio and 

yons express the number of nulls in the 
CIC response as a function of the differential 
delay, , but they leave out the very impor-
tant requirement that it applies when   
1 (no rate increase or decrease). A normal 
implementation places the rate change ahead 
of the comb, so the effect is to transfer the 
number of nulls from  to . When we add 

a rate change, we swap the values, so  has a 
value greater than one and   1.

e en a on e a s
There are three parameters that affect 

the implementation of a CIC filter.  is 
the up sample rate or down sample rate. 

 is the delay in the comb section and is 
almost always either one or two.  is the 
number of stages in the comb section (which 
is required to be the same as the number 

of integrator sections). The simplification 
of separating the combs into one section 
and the integrators into a second section is 
advantageous for the speed required of the 
storage elements for the combs. The combs 
always operate at the low frequency end of 
the system and the integrators work at the 
high speed side of the system.

otice that the associative property 
would also allow a decimator with the 
comb first and the integrator after the 
down converter. Either configuration will 
give the same results. The reason we 
always put the comb on the low sample  
rate side of the system is pragmatic. The 
comb requires one additional storage 
element (for the usual   1 situation) 
over what is required for an integrator. 
Each storage element consumes power 
when it is clocked. A faster clock and  
more storage registers translate directly into 
additional power dissipation. The additional 
power is an issue when implementing a CIC 
filter in hardware such as an P A.

igure  shows the (sin )   (also called 
the sinc function) shape of the frequency 
response of a CIC filter. The full equation is:

      
                                                

 
sin

sin
                         

Eq 1

If  is very small, then sin( ) is approxi-
mately . When  is a large value the denom-
inator becomes   so you can approximate 
the shape of the frequency response in the 
first region (with the help of a lot of Algebra) 
as:

 
 
 s ni

                 
Eq 2

The frequency response has nulls when 
is equal to a multiple of 1  . We looked 
in detail at the sinc function when study-
ing the frequency response of a real world 

AC ( an eb 2010 ). A CIC filter suf-
fers from the same frequency droop issue 
when the output bandwidth is substantial 
compared to the output sample frequency. 
Another important characteristic of the CIC 
filter is that the aliases for decimation and 
images for interpolation occur centered on 
the nulls of the response. igure  shows a 
representation of the response of a decima-
tor with   ,   1 and   , where the 
original data is sampled at  k  and the 
desired bandwidth is 1.2 k . The shading 
shows both the baseband energy as well as 
a non-trivial amount of energy in the higher 
frequencies that is aliased into the base band 
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and contributes to noise in the system. The 
alias energy in the first yquist one is down 
only 2 d  at 1.2 k . The baseband energy 
has 2 d  of droop over the pass band. ig- 
ure 6 shows a different filter where   6 
and   . ere we see that lowering  and 

 has improved the amount of droop to only 
1 d  and the alias energy only occupies three 

yquist ones. The alias energy in the first 
yquist one at 1.2 k  is only down about 
2 d , however. isting 1 is a o  pro-

gram that will plot the normali ed response 
of a CIC filter. It was used to create igures 
 and 6.

The solution to the droop issue is to 
implement a combination system where 
the initial rate conversion is aggressive, fol-
lowed by an IR droop compensation filter. 
The compensation filter should have a shape 
that is the inverse of the sinc shape over the 
desired baseband frequencies. In our exam-
ple of a  k  sampled signal that has been 
reduced by a factor of  to a 6 k  sampled 

signal, we would want an IR that increases 
response up to perhaps  k  to compensate 
for the droop.

The last issue is bit growth that results 
from the filter gain. The gain is ( )  from 
Equation 2. The number of bits required at 
the output of the CIC filter is:

log2

where  is the number of bits in each 
output word and in is the number of input 
bits. Each integrator and comb section will 
require  bits in order to avoid the prob-
lem with over ow in the integrator sections. 
The bit growth is not likely to be an issue for 
a SP processor which will likely have 2 bit 
registers. It can be a problem for P A based 
systems, however. The integrators and combs 
need to be built with enough bits to handle 
the largest combination of sections and rate 
change. nce such a system is built, though, 
any rate change below that maximum will be 

accommodated by the design.
isting 2 shows a  program that imple-

ments a rudimentary CIC filter in software 
on a SP chip. Read adc() and write dac() 
are left as exercises for the reader. Code very 
similar to that shown could be used to imple-
ment an P A version, which uses a V  
compiler.

o es
1E. B. Hogenauer, “An Economical Class 

of Digital Filters For Decimation and 
Interpolation,” IEEE Transactions on 
Acoustics, Speech and Signal Processing, 
Volume 29, April 1981 pp:155-162.

2Matthew P. Donadio, “CIC Filter Introduction”, 
18 July 2000, s . o s o a s

e n o on.
3See the Wikipedia entry at

h en. e a.o o s o e en .
4Richard Lyons, “Understanding Cascaded 

Integrator-Comb Filters,” EE Times, 
March 31, 2005.
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a e o  e o s 
a A  2

H  a
Patrick Wintheiser, WØOPW, called to 

my attention an error in “Octave for L- 
Networks” in the March/April, 2011 issue of 
QEX. The sentence that reads “That will 
happen when the quantity under the radical 
in Equation 2 is negative” just above 
Equation 4 on page 45 should read “That 
will happen when the quantity under the 
radical in Equation 3 is negative.”

I apologize for the error.
— 73, Maynard Wright, W6PAP, 6930 Enright 
Dr, Citrus Heights, CA, 95621; a a .
ne

H  a na
Thanks for sharing the text correction 

with us. I hope this was not too confusing to 
our readers.

— 73, Larry Wolfgang, WR1B, QEX Editor; 
o an a .o

A F e e 2 o  e o  
a a o  oo  a J n 2
ea  a
Thanks to Tom McDermott, N5EG, for an 

outstanding article and an equally fine 
piece of software. I would like to make your 
readers aware of an alternative for recom-
piling the C# source code besides the 
Microsoft Express package. SharpDevelop 
is an open source package that is free. It’s 
available at . sha o e.ne

enSo e S
o n oa Sha e e o .
— 73, Bruce Raymond, ND8I, 3494 

Fairwood Dr, Beavercreek, OH 45432; 
e a on e h.ne

H  e
Thanks for the nice email. I’ve never 

heard of the SharpDevelop package. 
Maybe you or another QEX reader can tell 
us a bit more about this compiler and how 
well it works on this application.

— 73, Tom McDermot, N5EG, 3950 
Southview Ter, Medford, OR 97504; n e
a .o

n e e n n  oo  a n 
h o h  S a on 
a A  2

Regarding the article by John E. Post: 
There are two more recent methods for loop 
ga in  s imulat ion that  improve on 
Middlebrook’s original method from 1975 
that is described in the article. You can find 
details on my website: h s es. oo e.
o s e an e ann oo a n.
— 73, Frank Wiedmann, DL6SDD; an .

e ann e . e

ea  F an
More sophisticated techniques than 

Middlebrook’s original method have been 
developed. It isn’t apparent, however, that 
this additional complexity provides any bet-
ter results for simple low-frequency oscilla-
tors than what I presented in the article.

Thanks for sharing the information on 
your website.

— 73, John Post,KA5GSQ, Embry-
Riddle Aeronautical University, 3700 Willow 
Creek Rd, Prescott, AZ, 86301; os
e a .e

on e n  a n a e  H  
F e en  S an a  o  H  
W h a o  S o s F e en  

o e  a A  2
John

I read your article about adding a doubler 
to a vintage frequency standard, and your 
curiosity about the frequency dividers. I 
would bet that they are Miller regenerative 
dividers, since these were fairly common 
just before the digital age.

A scale of 5 divider would consist of a 
mixer and a pair of cascaded doublers. A 
scale of 10 divider would consist of a mixer 
and a pair of cascaded triplers. As an exam-
ple, consider the scale of 10 circuit. Here is 
how it works. Assume the circuit is produc-
ing a 100 kHz signal from a 1 MHz input. 
Feed the output into cascaded triplers, giv-
ing 900 kHz. Feed the 1 MHz input and the 
900 kHz signal from the triplers into a mixer. 
Filter the output and you have a 100 kHz 
sine wave. The 100 kHz signal is then fed 
into the triplers. 

Yes, it works. Getting it to start is a little 
tricky. The triplers must produce some out-
put at very low input, so Class C triplers 
can’t be used.

I looked all over the Internet, but I couldn’t 
find much about regenerative dividers, 
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except at microwaves, where they are still 
used. Here is one web site with a brief 
description. . . o on en
a n ons 2

2 .h .
Hit the link labeled “Back” at the top of the 

page to go to the schematic.
There is also a brief discussion in 

Electronic and Radio Engineering, by F. E. 
Terman, 4th Edition, 1955, p 663.

I hope this is helpful. I’m curious to know 
what others think about this question.

— 73, David Doan, KC6YSO, 4374 Logrono 
Dr, San Diego, CA, 92115-5622; a
n s e a e. o

e e s o he o  
a J n 2

On page 48 of the May/June 2010 issue 
of QEX, Rod Green, VK6KRG, has a ques-
tion for QEX readers: “I have been using a 
balanced mixer with the Fairchild quad 
switch type FST3125 IC in a direct conver-
sion receiver. It consists of four FETs, which 
simply act as four SPST switches. I have 
used these in direct conversion receivers 
and at the lower frequencies — say below 
20 MHz — they work very well. From about 
25 to 30 MHz, however, they introduce 
weak drifting birdies and other noise into the 
audio.”

My thanks to Rod for pointing out this 
limitation of FET switch mixers. I will keep it 
in mind in future receiver projects.

I suspect that the FETs are indulging in 
low-level UHF parasitic oscillations. The 
oscillations vary in frequency as the source 
inductance of the FET varies with instanta-
neous FET operating point. Remember, 
switches spend their switching times in their 
active regions.

FETs and bipolar transistors exhibit 
transconductance, which decreases as the 
frequency increases. This makes the 
impedance looking into the source or emit-
ter inductive. Combined with stray capaci-
tance, we have a tuned circuit.

Try parasitic suppressors as used in 
vacuum-tube transmitters: A small resis-
tance (with or without a UHF coil in parallel, 
to load the UHF resonance) in series with 
each FET lead. Also try a ferrite bead in 
series with each FET lead (this places a 
UHF loss in series with the lead).

The oscillations might be in the drivers 
inside the FST3125 rather than in the FETs 
themselves, in which case there is not much 
one can do, except to use discrete FETs 
driven through transformers.

Modern small-geometry devices have 
gain at frequencies far above the frequency 
of intended use. If it has an active device, it 
can probably oscillate at VHF or UHF. Thus, 
all modern analog circuits must be built to 
UHF construction practices.

For example, the TIP-120 NPN and TIP-
125 PNP power Darlington transistors are 
rated with a cutoff frequency of 1 MHz. I 
used some first-generation devices as 
audio complementary emitter followers 
thirty years ago on a two-sided circuit 
board, and they were stable. A decade later, 
new-production devices were much faster 
than the originals (though the data sheet 
had not changed). The same circuit and 
same circuit board now exhibited 50 MHz 
parasitic oscillations!

— 73, Peter Traneus Anderson, KC1HR, 42 
River St, Andover, MA, 01810-5908; 

ane s e on.ne

he e   H o e e  
J A  2
ea  a
I read the article by Oleg Skydan, 

UR3IQO, in the July/August 2010 issue of 
QEX with great interest. His article is excel-
lent.

By reading the text I noticed that he has 
concentrated on creating the best broad-
band high level mixer using Guanella and 
Ruthroff type transformers with FST3125 
switches.

Beginning in 2005 I was similarly design-
ing a single balanced narrow bandwidth 
mixer using four BS170 FETs. Each switch 
consisted two FETs in “antiseries” configu-
ration. The gates and sources of the transis-
tors were connected together, with one 
drain to ground and one to the transformer. 
The reason for this is the unavoidable out-
put parallel diode inside each FET. During 
that work I recognized that the ON-state 
linearity of the switch was not a problem, but 
the OFF-state voltage handling came to be 
the limiting factor for increasing signal lev-
els.

In the traditional three-winding trans-
former type mixer, the input voltage level 
doubles across the open switch, making 
that the unwanted limit to the allowed input 
level. Looking for other transformer solu-
tions I came to the solution with a Guanella 
balun and a two-winding bifilar transformer 
and step up transformer for 50  output, 
similar to Oleg’s solution. My solution was 
published in RADIOAMATÖÖRI numbers 3 
and 4, 2005. With the indicated FET 
switches the third order intercept with the 
three-winding transformer in the narrow-
band solution was 37 dBm and with the new 
type transformers it was 42.5 dBm. That is 
nearly a 6 dB improvement.

To conclude: The Guanella and Ruthroff 
solution is better, not only because of the 
missing open lines for broadbandedness, 
but also for having the capability to handle 
greater input levels using the same FET 
switches. 

— 73, Jukka Vermasvuori, OH2GF, Viputie 3, 
01640 Vantaa, Finland; a. e as
o . o

An F hase e e  
o e  2

H  a
The RF phase meter article by Dave 

Bowker, K1FK, describes a useful instru-
ment. It only gives an absolute phase differ-
ence from 0° to 180°, however, and, as the 
author concedes, you have to determine 
which phase leads the other independently. 
By adding a divide-by-two flip-flop between 
the outputs of the two comparators and the 
inputs to the NOR gate, the range will go 
from 0° to 360°, thus removing the ambiguity.

— Regards, Jim Koehler, VE5FP, 2258 June 
Rd, Courtenay, BC V9J 1X9, Canada; a
sha . a

A S  o  a  e a s 
a J ne 2

ea  a
End fed half wave antennas in general 

and verticals in particular have been my 
favorite for combating ground losses for half 
a century now, so seeing a figure of 33% 
efficiency for a half wave vertical and 41.2 % 
for a quarter wave  vertical in “A Study of Tall 
Verticals” by Al Christman, K3LC. caught 
my attention. On the surface this might be 
taken as a proof to the effect that a quarter 
wave is 25 % more efficient than a half 
wave, but in all fairness to the author that is 
not what he set out to investigate. Just com-
parison would involve using the same band 
for both antennas or else scale the ground 
conductivity accordingly. If that is done I 
guess the half wave antenna will improve its 
share, and it will save cost and labor for an 
extensive ground system. 

It is important to note that the definition of 
efficiency used in the article is at variance 
with a long standing practice, as exemplified 
by the low values quoted. Commonly 
defined as the ratio between radiated power 
and input power to the antenna, efficiency is 
frequently written as 

The radiation resistance of a quarter wave 
vertical over a decent ground is known to be 
close to the 36  value reported for the total 
resistance at 160 m in Table 1, showing that 
the efficiency of the 1,8 MHz quarter wave 
vertical must be near 100 %. The quoted 
efficiency of 41%, normally suggesting a 
feed point resistance approaching 90 , just 
has to be differently defined. 

The loss resistance is responsible for all 
power not leaving the antenna in the form of 
an electromagnetic wave, confining its ori-
gin broadly to the near field region. Any loss 
mechanism sufficiently far removed to have 
negligible effect on  is not a property of 
the antenna according to the equation 
above, but belongs instead to the propaga-
tion path. Thus it is only to be expected that 
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the article blames the lower efficiency 
quoted for the half wave on ground resistiv-
ity between the radials, in line with the clas-
sical definition of efficiency. The same 
definition shows the efficiency of the radial 
system employed to be excellent for the 
quarter wave and the half wave is known to 
depend less on it. So this may be a good 
example of how mixing two definitions of 
efficiency may lead us astray. What is the 
new definition used by the author?

Although not explicitly stated, this low 
efficiency is probable taken as the so called 
“Average Gain” of the 3-D plot in E E . It 
is found by integrating the far field power 
density from the antenna over the half hemi-
sphere above planar earth. The catch, how-
ever, is the fact that the method for 
calculating the field strength is the one used 
for sky-wave, a superposition of direct and 
ground-reflected waves. Only for the case of 
perfect ground does the solution using this 
method merge with the accepted solution 
for ground wave. With imperfect ground, it 
predicts no radiation at all along the surface 
due to phase reversal of reflection below the 
Brewster angle. The power that goes into 
ground wave radiation is thus effectively 
neglected by this method, depending on 
ground conductivity. The missing slice, com-
pared to perfect ground, between the bot-
tom of the lobes and ground in Figure 2 
results in reduced input to the “Average 
Gain.” The “thickness” of this slice is chiefly 
governed by reflection far from the antenna 
and is generally accepted as a property of 
the ground in the area.

The front of the lobe, at the peak gain 
angle, is significantly retarded by imperfect 
ground reflection in most cases. The loss 
may approach 6 dB if the angle coincides 
with the Brewster angle. The upper part of 
the lobe, representing high angle reflection, 
is less affected by the Brewster dip and gains 
increasingly from ground improvement 
within practical radial range as the take off 
angle approaches 90°. Still, an extension of 
radials beyond what markedly affects 
is not an improvement of the antenna effi-
ciency according to the classical definition. 

We may now visualize an alternative 
explanation of the somewhat disappoint-
ingly low figure of 33% quoted for the half 
wave antenna: Its higher directivity, com-
pared to the quarter wave, concentrates a 
greater part of the radiation into the 
Brewster dip and the missing ground wave 
slice, resulting in dissipation that is mostly 
outside the practical limits of the antenna 
site and beyond significant effect. The 
confirmation offered in the article is no less 
valid for this explanation than the intended 
one, but then again one should also 
remember the unfair use of ground in favor 
of the quarter wave.

I am a recent subscriber to QEX and don’t 
know if this new definition of efficiency has 
been gaining ground here, but I understand 
how it may be of interest to those who are 

primarily concerned with sky wave. To reduce 
the risk of confusion one might perhaps term 
it “sky wave efficiency,” remembering that it is 
not merely a property of the antenna alone 
but the whole area? Or shall we just stick to 
Roy Lewallen’s “Average Gain”? 

— 73, Villi Kjartansson, TF3DX; 

Dear Villi, 
You are correct. In the QEX article, the 

number I quoted for the “efficiency” of each 
antenna was derived simply by manipulat-
ing the value of “average” gain, which is 
generated by EZNEC whenever a 3-D plot 
is requested. I discussed the shortcomings 
of this method in some detail in an earlier 
article (“Ground Constants and their Impact 
on Vertical Monopole Performance”) which 
was published in the March/April 2009 
issue of NCJ. I completely omitted that 
material from the QEX article, however. 
Here is an excerpt from the NCJ article 
mentioned above:

“Note that EZNEC calculates the average 
gain of the antenna in the far field, at a dis-
tance that is essentially infinite. Thus, all of 
the power dissipated in the lossy earth is 
included, from the base of the vertical 
monopole out to an infinite distance. 
Further, any input power radiated as the 
ground-wave component of the total field is 
ignored when calculating average gain. As 
a result, the values given here for average 
gain and efficiency are essentially based 
upon the skywave portion of the total radi-
ated fields of the antenna.”

As you suggested, I should have used 
the term “Sky wave Efficiency” rather than 
“Efficiency” alone, to provide more clarity in 
the QEX article. My apologies for the omis-
sion.

— Sincerely, Al Christman, K3LC, Grove City 
College, 100 Campus Dr, Grove City, PA 
16127.

A e  heo  Fo  he Se  
esonan e  n an e an  
oss o  S n e a e  o s 
a J ne 2

ea  a
With regard to my May/June QEX article, 

in Equations 13, 14 and 32, the term (  + ) 
does not make clear that the length  is that 
of the wire. Also it is not consistent with my 
definition of .  So (  + ) needs to be 
changed to . Then Equation 13 becomes:

1.2   00  0.     2  (  ) 0.2  
M  Eq 1  
where  (1  )

Equations 14 and 32 are changed simi-
larly.

I apologize to the readers for my mis-
takes.

— 73, Alan Payne, G3RBJ, Laurel Bank, 
Sand Rd, Wedmore BS28 4BZ, Great Britain; 

a nea a ne ao . o
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Upcoming Conferences
o a e a e 2  an  h 

as e n HF HF on e en e
Jo n  on e en e 
Anno n e en

October 13-15, 2011
Holiday Inn, Enfield, CT USA

E
E

This year the premier microwave Ama-
teur Radio conference and the Eastern 
VHF/UHF conference will include tours, 
hospitality, swap session, equipment for 
measuring and tweaking, banquet and of 
course technical presentations.

The Conference will be held at the 
Holiday Inn (formerly Crowne Plaza) Hotel 
in Enfield, CT. A block of rooms has been 
reserved at the discount price of $99/night, 
you must mention Microwave Update to 
receive discount. If you register on-line 
use the group code  which allows 
2 double beds, nonsmoking at a $99 per 
night rate. Hotel phone is 860-741-2211.

This is the same location where the 
Eastern VHF/UHF Conference has been 
held for the past 10 years. For map, direc-
tions and links to the hotel / travel accom-
modations see . o a e a e.
o . There will be both a written and CD 
joint Proceedings. 

h s a    2  
AM - Haystack Observatory Tour - 

confirmed
PM - TBD
Dinner on your own
6:00 PM - 11:00 PM - Hospitality Suite
F a    2  
AM - Registration, Introductions, 

Speakers , Auction
Lunch
PM – Demonstrations, Indoor Swap
Dinner on your own
6:00 PM - 11:00 PM - Hospitality Suite
Sa a    2  
AM – Registration, Introductions, 

Speakers, Auction, Demonstrations, Ven-
dor Displays.

PM - Test Lab to 50 GHz, Introduction 
to Microwaves, Band Sessions

Evening – Banquet, Trivia Quiz, Door 
Prizes

S n a    2  
8:00 - 12:00 Noon - Outdoor Flea Mar-

ket, rear parking lot
Please visit . o a e a e.

o  for the latest updates and registration. 

he h Ann a  A  an  A  
a  o n a ons 

on e en e

September 16-18, 2011 
Four Points by Sheraton BWI Airport

7032 Elm Road
Baltimore, Maryland 21240

We hope to see you at the 30th Annual 
ARRL and TAPR Digital Communications 
Conference to be held September 16-18, 
2011, in Baltimore, MD. The conference 
location is the Four Points by Sheraton 
BWI Airport, Baltimore, MD.

We recommended that you book your 
room prior to arriving. To book your room, 
use the link on the TAPR website under 
Conferences ( . a .o .h ) or 
call the hotel directly (Reservations: 1-800-
368-7764, 1-410-859-3300).

The ARRL and TAPR Digital Commu-
nications Conference is an international 
forum for radio amateurs to meet, publish 
their work, and present new ideas and 
techniques. Presenters and attendees will 
have the opportunity to exchange ideas 
and learn about recent hardware and 
software advances, theories, experimental 
results, and practical applications.

o s n e   a e no  e  
o  Software defined radio (SDR), digital 

voice (D-Star, P25, WinDRM, FDMDV, 
G4GUO), digital satellite communications, 
Global Position System (GPS), precision 
timing, Automatic Position Reporting Sys-
tem  (APRS), short messaging (a mode of 
APRS), Digital Signal Processing (DSP), 
HF digital modes, Internet interoperability 
with Amateur Radio networks, spread 
spectrum, IEEE 802.11 and other Part 
15 license-exempt systems adaptable for 
Amateur Radio, using TCP/IP networking 
over Amateur Radio, mesh and peer to 
peer wireless networking, emergency 
and Homeland Defense backup digital 
communications, using Linux in Amateur 
Radio, updates on AX.25 and other wire-
less networking protocols and any topics 
that advance the Amateur Radio art. 

This is a three-Day Conference (Friday, 
Saturday, Sunday). Technical and introduc-
tory sessions will be presented all day 
Friday and Saturday. 

Join others at the conference for a 
Friday evening social get together. A 
Saturday evening banquet features an 
invited speaker and concludes with award 
presentations and prize drawings. 

The ever-popular Sunday Seminar fo-
cuses on a topic and provides an in-depth 
four-hour presentation by an expert in the 
field. Check the TAPR website for more 
information: . a .o .

A SA  2  S a e S os  
an  Ann a  ee n

November 4-6, 2011
Wyndham Hotel

1350 North 1st St
 San Jose, CA 95112

Telephone 1-408-453-6200

This year AMSAT has selected the 
Windham San Jose hotel for the Space 
Symposium. There is a free shuttle bus 
from the San Jose International Airport 
to the hotel. The Windham San Jose is 
located in the heart of the Silicon Valley, 
at the crossroads where high tech meets 
spectacular entertainment, less than one 
mile from San Jose International Airport.

The hotel rate is $79 per night plus 
taxes. Making reservations online use 
10 1 S AM for the discount Group code. 
Calling the hotel directly, use Block code 
AMSAT for the discount.

San Jose Interna-
tional Airport is the closest to the Windham 
San Jose Hotel. Complimentary shuttle 
service to and from the airport is available 
by Wyndham San Jose. Shuttle service to 
and from Oakland International Airport or 
San Francisco International Airport is pro-
vided by select vendor referral. Transporta-
tion Costs (One Way): Shuttle $28 - $35 
booked online thru vendor or $50 - $55 via 
phoned reservations. Contact the hotel for 
more information. 

The hotel address 
is 1350 North 1st Street, San Jose, CA 
95112. A map and directions are included 
on the hotel website. 

For more information on the hotel 
and to book a room, see their website 
at . n ha . o ho e s SJ A

a n. n .
S os  n o a on
 Space Symposium with Amateur 

Satellite Presentations 
 Operating Techniques, News and 

Plans from the Amateur Satellite World 
 Board of Directors Meeting open to 

all AMSAT members 
 Meet Board Members and Officers 
 Annual General Membership Meeting 
 Annual Banquet — Keynote Speaker 

and Door Prizes 
The call for papers is not yet available, 

so please check the AMSAT website for 
the latest information: .a sa .o . 
Mark your calendars now to attend this 
year’s AMSAT Space Symposium
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